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1. ,'" Toe' Monrovia
of Action'for '1.i!.
because they were
efforts in Africa

Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa and the,,' Lagos.'Plan
implem'"nte.tion -Nere adopted' by, thg H",:;ds of State and Government
convinced that a new approach to development and economic growth
was necessary. Such a~ .. approachis necessarily an alternativEi" to
past'ltpj;irdaches~-h:'.ch have led !:hecontinent to the unenviable position in which,:!.t
firidli!tseH today.
< "
2.
In 1>i1'fsuingt:h::.s ""wapproach, there are possibilities tbatattemptswil:l tie"
made from other quarters to divert attention fro~ the central objective of the new
approach, namely sustained eff0Tt~ ,tQl~y a.qurable foundation for internally
generated, self-sustained processes 'of development and economic growth based on the
twin principles of national and ,collective self-re:Liance.. Indeed, ths' danger 'of'
many "Lagos plims of;::;ction'" alternative to the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final' '
ActQf tag'oS 'beii'~:'pr~par~dby,sourc~sexterMl to the OAU AssembJ.y, \>f Heads of ,State
and Goverrim'ent" is' ,,,,, real one. Therefore, r.1ember States have ,to t,alte ,care tasee, ,that"
no other strahgydiVerts theii ~ttention f~om',the ,imperat}.vfl neEldt<> implement th",
Lagos Plan of Action arid'the Fi~al Act, ,oi Lago,s.
"

3.

In this connexion" it is, important to refer to a,dpcument recently publlshedby
the World Bank; entitl~d "Acc~lerated development i~ sub~Saharan Af~ica: An agenda
for action" 11 which purports to build on the Lagos Plan of Action and is aimed at
assisting member State~ to,gener~te the necessary resources for implementing,the'Plan.
When aUthe:'positive and i.egat:l've s:f.<les of f:he concents of. the r ..port arecortsidefedi,
there 1sno doubt that 'the agriculture-based'and export-orlented strategy which the
Bank recommends detracts a lot from the,centralphi':'osoPhY,Qf.the Lagos Plari of ,Action.
;

,

4.
As explained further below, one of the principal factors which led to the search
for alternative apprQaches to Rlanned development and econpmic 'growth in Africa ,was
the realizst{on that approaches based on external orientation both for the sale or '
goods artd }enr:lces and fo,r tlJ la , ,p,ut',chase .of the critical factors, of pro<lucti:on and' distribution and of c.onsUJllpt:l,Qri .goods wo~ld ne-"e~' be viable ,and 'su<3t-ainilble.
Unfortunately, the maintecownendation containeu in "he worLu Bank report is focused
on the need to contin"e to .expOl;t primary, cpmmoilit:l,es, Lpd ,some light manufactured
goods with a View to importing those good~ anci servir.es whose prices will for ever
cOntinueto'inctease~ In:mak~ng this reccmmendation, the authors of the report were
c'leverIY' sil-l!nton how, to solve the. proble~"s of d2.t"dl)!'ati,ng terms of tra<leand the'
assoc'lated prob'lero3 . ~f . ir..';:reasing
debt .
burden'G
.. ,','
'
'.

5.
It is in the light of the exi:ting problem3 fuLing Afri~an countries and the
levity with which the authors of the WOJ;ld,B<mk report h<;lve treated, them that member
States should' jlrdgi! 'i:he'report and intensify theili,efforts to implement the Lagos
Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos.
6.
As a regional strategy, the Lagos Plan of Action is necessarily a summary of
goals and objectives to be pursued and of theact:ionsto be t:aken"at the,national,
subregional and regional levels. The purpose,of this peper is tO,provide some
gi1ide-:j:ines for such actions by member State:s, and their development ,partners.'

1h,Wo~ld Bank, Accelerated development insi1b-Saharan'Arrica:
action, Wa",bington D. C.,1981.
"-'

An agenda for

........,
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7.
In'view of the important role which a knowledge of the background to a strategy
can play in the effective implementation of such a strategy, it is usually ,helpful
to provide such a background as an integral part of the gUide-lines. ThereJrore~
before providing the guide-lines for the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action, '
an attempt is made. below to summarize the reasons why the Plan was formulated, its .
goals, objectives and characteristics. 1/ .
8.
·Theguide-lines cover what should be done at the national level in the conte~t .
of the principle of national self-reliance and at the subregional and regional levels
in the context of the principle of collective self-reliance, the problems of
financing the Plan, the role of transnational corporations and the role of donors
and international organizations.
II.

BACKGROUND, GOALS,. OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTERISTICS

9.
Despite planned development efforts in Africa over the past two decades
supported. by massive aid and .technieal assistance by both bilateral and multilateral
agencies, the continent remains the most economically" socially and culturally,
deprived of all-the regions of the world. This is despite the fact that the
continent is well known for the abundance of its forestry, mineral and other
resources. There are many reasons for this situation:' .
(a) The forcible integration of· the countries of the continent into
stream of wprld trade and investment;
,.

thema~n-

(b) The intensification of association and exploitation through colonies de
peuPlement and colonies d'exploitation (predominantly settler and trader colonies);
-(c)
efforts;

Th.e :.consequent extemal orientation of development and economic growth

(d) The overspecialization in raw materials production with little or no impact
on the.rest of the economy ,through' backward, forward and lateral linkages, technology,
generation anrldevelopment, and skilled manpower generation particularly in the
critical are~pf entrepreneurial development for industrialization;
(e). '. Over-dependence on .external markets for effective demand as a factor of
development, with' its backwash when changes occurred in the. composition of such'demand,_
as wttness~d in the post-World Wa~ II period when demand patterns in the technologically
advanced cO·lntries.shifted from basic needs (food, clothing, etc.) to consumer durables
snd from countries mainly dependent on agricultural export products to those with
minerals, petroleum and natural gas;
(f)
re1ation~

The development of enclaves and semi-enclaves and other dysfunctional
in the economies of the-,tegion: and

2/ . A iU:J.lerdhcussi~n ~fthe reasons why a new strategy was de'emed necess'ary
for Africa.and the goals and objectives which such a strat~gyis expected to achieve'~s
to be found . in each
of' the following documents: (a) Revised framework of principles
.
for the implementation of the new intemational economic order in Africa
(E/CN.14/ECO/90/Rev.3); (b) Organization of African Unity, What kind of Africa by
the year 20001 - Final report of the Monrovia S~posium on the Future Development Prospects of Africa towards the Year 2000; (c) Report of t.heECA/UNEP Seminar .on
Alternative Patterns of Development and Life-Styles for the African Region
(~/CN.14/698/Add.l).
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(g) Th~promot1.on'Of the idea of the "tr:l.ckle-down approach" to development
and economic growth based on the, premise that the development' and economic growth
of the Third' World :/en general' and African countries in particular and the welf'ate
of their peoples depend'andotight to continue to depend on the success of the'
existing economically advanced countries in'theirpursuit of "growth" and particularly
in their success 'in solving their twin problems of hyper-inflation and, chronic balance~
of-payments deficits.
10. This external orientation of development and economic growth efforts in Africa
led to insufficient attention'being paid to:
(a) The central importance of a knowledge of domestic 'natural resources 'as the'
foundation of development and economic growth, as well as the'basis of genuine and
relevant human resources development;
"'(b r ,The crucial role of the domestic market, not only in the geograp.hical and
physical sense,'but also' in terms of purchasing power, including its even'aistl,"ibution;
'1 :

The important; question of indigenous entrepreneurship in the context of the
various' tasks to be performed; and
(c)

.......

:"

"

• (d)' The non-viability of a process of producing raw materiels for export So as
to be able to-purchase the growing volume and varied type of fixed capital assets,
spare parts"high;;'level skills services and industrial raw materials in order to
pursue diversified and accelerated development and economic growth at 'home. There
was'also the problem' of laek of a clear distinction between the teal meaning ,of
economic"growth and development.
11. Economic'gr~th means increases in the physical output of goods and servicesf"r
the benef,itof the mass of'the population. It is implicit in thiS' definition ehat ,"
these1.ntreases must come primarily from the exploitation of raw materials drawn ,from
the natural resoutc'~ base of African countries supplemented by'trade in'complementary
raw materials.
-.--.:

12." i>ev~16pment means not only increases in the output of goods and services based'
on the exploitation of domestic natural resources but also internalization of the
supply of such critical real factor inputs as manpower, including entrepreneurial
capability, at all skill levels, science and technology and the eStablishment and
effective'man'agement of such institutions as enterprises whether public orpr'lvate,
research and>:'development and support services institutions. It also coinprisesthe
ability and capability to initiate and implement aut~nomouS decisions. In other
words, while growth is a necessity, it is not a sufficient condition to identify a
developed economy.
13. Theuns'atisfactoty results of the old approaches to development and'economic
growth efforts in Africa are shown by the unreconciled and unhealthy imbalances in
(i) agricultuie;and industrial development; (ii) rural and'urban development;
(iii) technologies, as well' as productivity' levels among the modern sector, the'
small-scale, unorganized sector and the subsistence sector; (iv) regional development
at subnational levels; (v) consumption patterns and life-styles of the few privileged
on the one hand, and the socio-economically disadvantaged, on the other; (vi) educational systems which were foreign and inimical to the development goals of African
countries; (vii) imitation of life-styles and consumption patterns in affluent
countries; (viii) adoption of highly capital-intensive, energy-intensive and import-
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intensive technologies in the process of industrialization in areas where they were
not necessary; (ix) excessive growth of cities; (x) growth of monoculture and
commercial farming for exports at the expense of production of food for domestic'
conswnption; ,(xi) use of energy-intensive and capital-intensive technologies on
large farms with its attendant distributional,and environmental implications;
(xii) ever-widening disparities in distribution of income and wealth and growth of
unemployment and underemployment; and (xiii) continued dependency ,on external
economic relations for sustaining domestic patterns of growth, and growing external
debts and deficits in balance-of-payments.
;; .

14. It was against the background of these results that efforts were devoted 'to a '
search for an alternative and viable approach. That search which culminated in the
adoption of the"Monrovia Strategy and the Lagos, Plan of Action and the Final Act 'of
Lagos was strengthened by the realization that (1) it was no 'more desirable and
; ,,'
feaSible to replicate alien life-styles, production 'patterns and consumptionpattertls;
(ii) existing life-styles and patterns of economic growth in industrialized countries
as well, as in several developing countries'r.adled to serious environmental degradation
and rapidly increasing ,social costs, natural resources depletion, technologically- ;C'
created unemployment, alienation, pathological urbanization, erosion of family and
community life, and in general a deteriorating quaHty of life; (iii) in the light "of
increasing social costs, including the cost of alleviatiog environmental 'damage" it'
was doubtful whether the dominant patterns of growth and life-styles from the developed
count:ries '!:OUldb~@s1rab1e, suitable. and/or sustainable over the longi"run; (iv) 'the
serious structural imbalanceS' in international economic relations between,the
developed, ,and the developing countries had" imposed significant constraints and, In:
effect, ',led to a growing distortion of ,indigenous development patterns, arid bad 'made
it progre&sively"more diff.icultto realize the dec,lared aims ,of social progress and to
make autonomous choices; (v) despite the development experience ;of several African
countries, productivity of labour and other factors of production had re~ained low;
the intemal dynamics of growth had not 'led; to',self-reliant and self-sustaining
economic development in several 'cases; moreover, sizeable sections 'of populations',
including women and the entire rural population ha~ been left out of the mainstream
of development; and (vi) ,there were already available interesting experiences and
experlmBntsinint~oducing alternative patterns of development and life-styles in
various parts of the, world including Africa e.g. China, Yugoslavia, some countries in
Eastern Europe" the United Republic of Tanzania, Nigeria, Egypt, Zambia and Ethiopia.
It is in this context 'that the call for a new international economic order should
be viewed.
15. The Lagos Plan ,of Action, and the Monrovia Strategy on which it is based are the
instruments by 'which Africa intends to contribute to the birth and sustainment of a
new international economic, order.
16.

Basically, the Plan emphasizes,

(a) The imperative need for, knowledge of the natural resource base, not only
for determining product lines but also for planning the internsl development of the
skills required for the identification, exploration, :evaluationand development of
such resources and for organizing and managing production and distribution;
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(b) Planning in terms of multiple objectives (both from the supply and demand
sides) and in ~eal terms as opposed to planning approaches based on the assumption
of a single main objective (e.g. economic growth);
(c) Intra~ and .inter-sectoral linkages and intra--and inter-group and spatial.
considerations that such an approach to planning demands. Thus, the industrial.
sector is designed to. supply the bulk- of the industrial inputs required for agricultt,lral
production,. processing, storage and transportation (agricultural chemicals, equipment
including implements and tools, etc.), as well as building materials, metal and
engineering products and chemicals for the transport and communications, mining, energy
and other sectors which make use of capital goods. The food and agriculture program$e
(which includes forest products and industrial fibres) provides not only inputs to the
processing industries but also markets for industrial products of the kind just listed.
The importance of intra- and inter-sectoral linkages is also stressed for other sectors,
such as transport and communications, energy, science and technology, human resources
development, etc. (see E/CN.14/78l/Add;1, pages 5 and 6, paragraphs 2l~3l .. for a full
discussion of these linkages);'
(d) The imperative need to involve, at all stages of the formulation and
implementation of development plans, all the principal. decision-making agents and
instruments in the economy; State enterprises and public·;uti1ities; development'
corporations and development banks; indigenous and foreign private enterprises;
R&D establishments; universities and polytechnics; farmers' organizations;
trade unions; political parties; community leadership groups; river and lake basin
and similar authorities dealing with the development of agricultural or geographical.
regions;.business support institutions; associations of engineers, scientists and
teChnologists; and development organs such.as ECOWAS,. UDEAC and the'MULPOCs, which
may be entrusted with organizing and encQuraging the participation of some of the
agents and instruments referred .to earlier; and.'
(e) The importance of the domestic, subregional and regional markets for
the supply of factor inputs (raw materials, machinery, technology, and high-level
skills for entrepreneurial activities, project identification, analysis and
implementation, management, marketing,' and support services, whether advisory,
banking, insurance, transport and communications, etc.); and for the production
and sale of final'consumption goods and services.
17. As·tounderlying -arguments, it is important to note th«t the Plan: focuses 011 ....
both economic growth and development. Thus the plan asserts that: (i) economic
growthmeat.s·increases in the physical output of goods and services for the
benefit of· the mass of African populations; (ii) these.increases must come from
the exploitation, primarily, of raw materials drawn from the natural resource base
of African countries, supplemented by trade in complementary raw materials;·
(iii) the process of converting raw materials ;into semi-finished ,and .finished
products requires an expanding 'indigenous supply .of relevant factor inputs, i.e.,
of skilled and'semi-skilled'manpower for entrepreneurial functions, management,
production, marketing and distribution, research and'development; equipment; ,raw
materials; institutional services, etc.; (iv) a restructuring of national domestic
markets is necessary, as well as a merger of national·markets,. in, order to achieve'
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economies of scale; 'and (v) the key factor is the development of indigenous
entrepreneurial capabilities (ptiblic and private), underpinned by appropriate
support services.
' ,
18. Implicit in all theSe is the concept of' a self-renewing society and of a
changing role for all parts of,the economy whether public or private and
especially for the'traditional'social welfare department whose role must now go
beyond the provision of services to the victims of economic growth anddeveiopment to active 'participation in social engineering.
'

,

'-'

IU; IMPLEMENTATIoN AT THE NATIONAL LEVEt
19. My guide-lines for the implementation of the Lagos Plail of Action muststatt
,with action at the national level, where socio-economic problems occur and where'
emphasis on implementatiOn has been appropriately placed. Tnis complicates the
task; h~Never, since there are at present 50 member States which, because of various
factors (availability of natural resources and high-level skills, access to aid and
technical assistance and the zeal with which Governments have pursued development and
economic growth'policies in the past), are at different levels of development and
face different types of problems. The result'is that'different parcs of the 'guidelines will apply to different countries.
A.

Educational and diffusional

aspe~ts

20 • The Lagos Plan of 'Action provides; billy a framework for action by member StateS
and their development co-operation partners. 'Hence; its effective'implementation'
depends on the relevance of the issues addressed therein to the specific development
and economic growth'problems facing each member State. The first task that has to
be tackled at the national level is therefore to familiari;;e the Government, the
people and the agents of production and distribution in particular and of decisionmaking in general of each member State with the origin, goals and objectives, and'
characteristics of the Plan;
Recommendation ,1: National seminars or' conferences

21. In this connexion, it is recolIDDended that each member State'should organize a
national seminar or conference for the above purpose. Inputs into such a seminar
or conference will comprise: (i) the 'text of the United Nations General Assembly'
resolutions"320l (S-vi) and 3202 (3-vi) containing the Declaration and the Programme
of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order ,respectively;
(ii) RevisJd framewOrk of principles for the implementation of the new international economic order in Af'rica; (iii)' Organizationaf African'Unity, 'What kind
of Africa by the year 2000? - Final 'report of 'the Monrovia Symposium On the Future
Development Prospects' for Africa towatds :the Yeai:2000; (iv)'Reporton' ECA/UNEP '.' "
Seminar on Alternative !"atterns of Development and Life-'Styles for the African Region'
(E/CN .14/6'98/Add; 1); ,(v) the Monrovia Strategy for the Development of AfriCa;
,
(vi) the Lagos Plan of Action for' the 'Implementation of the Monrovia' Strategy 'for
the Developmentaf Africa; and" (Vii) a report containing' an assesstnent 'of tlie "
history of planned development efforts in the member State.
'
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RecornnJ~ndation '2:

~~a~foriaf sectoral or' ",functional workshops

22. Inevitably, discussions ~n the seminar or co~ference are bound to be general
in character, even though such discussions will be tied to the specific aspirations
and problems of the member State concerned. Hence,' there is a further need for a
deeper undec.stnndingof the issues involved, particularly at the sectoral or
functional level.
'
,
23. For this reason, it is further recommended that the national seminar or
conference should be followed by national sectoral or functional workshops.
I~puts into s~ch sectoral or functional workshops will include:
(i) the sectoral
studies which formed the basis of the Lagos Plan of Action; and (ii) the relevant
national sectoral or functional studies.
Recomoenda'ion 3:

Use of mass Media

24. While the seminar{conference and workshops are, recognized forms of ,communicating
ideas, not every citizen or even every decision-ma~er may benefit from ,such approaches.
?5. It iH therefore recommended that the mass media, and particularly radio and
television, should ,be employed to explain the problems the Plan addresses and its
characteristics. Newspapers and posters should be' ,usedUberally.
B.

Development Planning:

The concept of the 'image' and planning

26. Implicit in the recommendations contain~d in the Monrovia Strategy, the,Lagos
Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos is the concept of an "lmage" of the
future or scenario, that is, of "ends envisioned", s)7T)lbolized by the objectives of
national and collective self-reliance, and self-reliant and self-sustaining
development and economic growth. The adoption of these documents constitutes a
cons",nSUJ at the regional level.
27. "Imaginative rlediu'll- an\! long-term images of the future can place current
priorities, problems, issues.or controversies into a more balanced and clearer

per~,pective acd provide useful and stimulating c:ontexts :t'ri:r. ,e~-am:lning them."

When they are shared by the Corm'nunity, they "can also cont~ibute toa sense of
cOlllOlun5..ty and nationality and help create a s,ense of institutional. meaning and
purpose".

j'In .sum~. 'they can create unity, connnitment, high morale, and eVen a

sense of manifest destiny or religious mission."

1/

28, In adopting an "image" of the future, the Heads of State and Government
have, on behalf of themselves and their peoples acted as a "purposeful system" ,
that is, a teleological or goal-seeking" system. They have generated "willed
action", that is, they haye designed co'nceptually a more desirable and hence
preferable future-state of the present system. Underlying the concept of
"willed action" are those of "cantrolled and controlling acts" as designed
interventions or policies directed at the attainment of the goals envisioned.
And since in systemic,discotlrse, design is synon)7T)lous with planning, optimizing,
and similar, terms that connote the use of thought as a precursor ,to action
directed at attainment'of goals, it is clear that planning is an imperative
instrument for the attainment of the goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of
Action and the Final Act of Lagos, and hence of those of the Monrovia Strategy.
-----' l/---Herman than, World Economic 'Development, 1979 and Beyond, Croom Helm,
London, 1979, page 79.
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29. Underst:ood in this light, planning does not have the ideological taint
usually assiJci"tcd «ith "centralized planning"'. As a continuous activity aimed
at defining alternatives best suited to the achievement of defined goals and
obj ectives, planning is to be furth<:r understo~d :Is "1n integral motivator and
generator of action at whatever level that action is envisa8ed.

30. To translate the image embodied in the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act
of Lagos into operational terms at the national level, the three phases of planning,
namely, normative, stJ:'ategic and operational or practical will have to be called
into play regularly. Normative Planning usually reveals what, under given, .
circumstancer. and in view of known, and imaginable factors ought to be,done.
Strategic planni~g sea.ches for and sets goal(s),that is, time~specific or planspecific outcomes for the whole system. It deals with those d~cisionswhich can
determine what can be done in a given time interval and a whole situation. The
prime function of operational or tactical planning 1s the implementation of
decisions that have been formulated at higher levels. It is at this level that
what will be done to satisfy the "oughts" and "cans", that have been establi~hed
at higherlevqls, ,is determined in an ongoin~ manner. ~/ ,Some ,of the,elements
involved in these three phases of planning are the subject of subsequent parts
and sections.

31. To conclude this SP~tion, it is important to note that the uSe of ,images of
the future or s~enarios in pla"n1ng implies long-term or perspective planning.
Indeed, the concepts of self-reliance and self"'~llstainment can be meaningful only
if activities to achieve them 'are set in a long-term framework. The adoption of
the Lagos Plan of Action demand~!that member States should adopt more and more
long-te'("ffi planning as a basis for their development and er.onomic growth activities.
Recommendation 4:

32,

Broadening'the scope of participation in the development process

All agenLs of production and distribution, as well as those involved in

research and development, are to be involved in the process ot decision-making right
at the beginnir.g of the planning ex'ercise, where this 1s not. already being done.
This calls fot' the establishment of a strong ra,pport: between ,the public and private
sectors. In particular, it calls for' the i.nvolvement of the -masses in bo.th the
formulation and implementction of development plans. Their involvement in the
formulation star,eg will as"ist both in til" determination of the right type of goods
and sen'ices E.ad in creating the spirit of belonging which is very ,impor'tant for
the imF1emen~ation of the plans. In saying this, it is important to recall that,
increasingly, planning and plan implementation will have to focusqnthe solution
of specific real socio-economic problems (nutrition, skill acquisition, creation
of institutior.s, etc.) which originate from specific sectors a,nd/or institutions,
and affect specific populatioR groups particularly, the .masses,. and the specialists
in these areas and those affected will have to be formally int:egra,ted into the
proces. of decision-making in' planning and plan implementation.

33. The pllrpose of this involvement of all decision-making llnits in the economy
and those to benefit., from the fruits of development is to (Ietermine the goals and
objectiv~s in the next Jilan period in terms of the specific problems to. be solved

if Afuller discussion of the ideas referred to here can be found in
Hasan Ozb!'!khan "The emerging methodology of planning", Fields within fields, Winter
1973-74, No.IO, Th~ World Institute Council, Pl'. 63-80.
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and not in terma of a single objective of growth rate of gross domestic product
to be achieved. Thus decisions may be taken in relation to certain ~ommodities
and services su~h as research and development and/or production support services.
In effect, decisions at this stage will deal with such issues as the kind. of
industrial growth, the kind of agricultural growth, the kind of imports, the kind
of technology. the kind of educational development, the kind of health programm~,
the kind of support services, etc. In the context of African conditions, such
changes in the composition of goods and services will be in favour of more goods
and services of benefit to the lower-income categories of the population in order
to raise their levels of living and their productivity and to help to generate a
broad-based growth structure.
.
34. This preliminary decision-making exercise may determine who will produce what
and what measures will'be used to encourage compliance w~th the objectives agreed
upon: tax policies, credit, subsidies, site allocation policy, etc. Such arrangements will also determine how to pursue the objectives: domestic production as'
.
against imports, if domestic production is chosen, how the inputs wi;!.l be obtained:
raw materials, machine,ry'and equipment, manpower, and finance.:"
'.
Recommendation 5:

Social transfdrnation

35. Development 'efforts in the 'framework of the Lagos Plan of Action and the
Final Act of ta:~08 are' also to: be addressed to social transformation. Principal,ly
social transformation involves equitable distribution of the means of production
and the fruits of deve;!.opment and economic growth. It requires determined and
continuous attention to the provision of'opportunities for the total involvement
of all the 'segments ~f 'th e oODulation in'the deveiopment process and of guarding
against undlle pr'ivileges. It constitutes the heart of 'a self-renewing society
and of the generation and s~stainment of a self".reliant and self-sustaining
development and econ~mic, growth. In thb connexion, it is recommended that
member States should take appropriate measures to, ensure that all citizens have
equal opportunities to' the acquisition?f the means of production - education and
training includin~'bealth facilities, physical factors of production and equitable
access to the benefits of development and economic growth - food, water, health'
services and money income. Such measures will include progressive tax policies, redistribution

of

land, opportunities for education at all levels, provision of

support services in terms of credit, m.arket information and maintenance services
in terms of credit, market information and maintenance services to small- and
medium-scale producers and distributors.'
Recommendation 6:

Internaiization of t~~ sources of supply of factors of production

36. Planning must include. measures for the internalization of'supply of the factors
of production and distribution. In view of the new or1entat±on· of development and .
economic gr'owth efforts,it will be necessary to organize' formally the "growth" of
factor inputs at the national, subregional and regional levers'in dccordan~e with
the results of basic studies and analyses. Therefore, while member States will
continue to use available factor inputs, supplemented by what can he obtained through
trade, aid and technical assistance, it is recommended that measures should he taken
to start the process of internalizing the supply of factor inputs. This.will include
changi~g the content of syllabuses, particularly at the secondary and tertiary levels,
strengthening existing research and development institutions, intensifying of on-the-

_
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job training, using informal arrangements for training manpower, deliberately
creating new institutions ,such as African multinational industrial and mining
enterprises, etc., intensifying of.naturalresources exploration and exploitation,
for national and regional use, deliberately fostering,the spirit of enterpreneurship, developing of indigenous technology and technological capabilities, etc.
Recommendation 7:' , Problem-centred planning
37. Planning in the context of the foregoing statements emphasizes planning in
real terms even when it is recognized that money will come as the practical means
of conducting transacti9ns. The idea of planning in real terms can be extended to
that of planning around identified proble~s ~ food 'deficiency, shortage of specific
high-level skills, unemployment Within certain categories of labour, non-availability
of certain basic needs, etc.
'
38. This approach will not only direct attention to the real character of the
objective being pursued but Will also assist in assigning tasks to sectors',
specialists and institutions thereby assisting in reducing the present rivalry
among agents of production and distribution as well as among ministries. Such
reduction in rivalry and in the associated loss of resources is likely to be achieved
since the interest of all concerned Will centre on the solution of the particular
problems identified.
.
,c,'
39. Moreover, a problem'"'tlr'Lented approach to development planning is the best way
to introduce '''sequential 'planning" effectively into the planning process. Since all
agencies are committed to the solution' of the problemi~entified, they Will also be
interested in the planning or the different phases of iinpl~entation so that the
equipment, materials and services required can be forthcoining at the time they are
needed. In this way, it will be possible to 'avoid some of the existing problems
whereby school buildings are completed without the necessary boards, bookS, chalk, etc.
and teachers, and hospitals are completed without the necessary equipment, medical

supplies and even medical staff.
Recommendation 8:'

Sectoral, spatial and group planning

40. Planning'inthe frame~rk or the goals,objectives and philosophy of the
Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos also implies planning in terms of
sector, space and population groups. Development and economic growth problems
inhere in sectors and locations and affect the structures of the population in
different ways.
41. Therefore other dimensions of the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action
to which members should pay attention are sectoral and spatial (physical) planning
and planning for identified handicapped groups such as women, children and youth,
minority groups, the elderly; the deaf, the dumb, etc.
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Reconnnendation 9:

nCorporate" planning

42. Planning in the framework of the Lagos Plan of Action goes beyond the mere
determination of output. In the preceding recommendation the importance of
internalizing the sources of supply of factor inputs has been stressed. Such
planning must also. be concerned with the markets for the sale of the products.
This concern for both inputs sourcing and markets for the sale of products. is best
dealt with at the enterprise level. Therefore, corporate planning, whether in the
public or private sector,. is a sine qua non particularly so because of the crucial role
of markets and marketing and the organization of production .and distribution. In
addition, in order to make the activities of corporations effective, there is a need
to build. up manpower skills for project formulation, analysis and implementation and
for production control.
43. With regard to project analysis capability, it is important to note that all the
real objectives and goals of development and economic growth mentioned (participation
through employment, income distribution, technology c~oice, environmental consideration,
etc'.) are better take!). into account at the project level, especially when technology
choice, which determines most of them, is being considered.
44. It is therefore reconnnended that member States should organize training in
project analysis and enterprises should esta~lish effective production control
departments.
Recommendation 10:

Ongoing research

.45 •.. Effective implementation of plans under the Lagos Plan of Action will require
not ,only the collection of regular statistical and other information, and a trouble
shooting system as described below under "development monitoring system" but also
on-going research whose purpose is to explain what is happening during the
implementation period. While the role of universities and. other institutions of
higher learning and·r~search institutes, whether private or public. is most
important in this area, that of planners, whether ill the central planning office
or in the sectoral ministries, is equally important. This gap in the planning
and implementation process should now be removed •. II). this connexion, ·there is a
need for. ,con<;reteprogrannnes to train policy-oriented economists and economic
analys.tsor those one could call "development specialists" for want of abetter
phra9~.· Such training is in addition to training in project identification and
analysis mentioned above. Such training activities should be one of the main
activities of the central planning office, probably with the co-operation of
universities, ,research institutes and international organizations.
Recommendation 11:

Development monitoring system

46. At the time when the targets to be pursued during the plan period and. the
measures for pursuing them are determined, it is usually assumed that ~ny things
will remain the same •. Unfortunately, this is not usually the case. Indeed, unforeseen circumstances can and do arise during the implementation period, which may
nullify the goals and objectives of the plan if steps are not taken immediately to
deal with the emerging circumstances.
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47. It is therefore recommended that every member State should establish a
development monitoring system, where it does not already exist, or in other words
an information system geared to the provision of the data needed for a diagnostic
approach, i.e. an approach that implies a cross-sectoral, cross-spatial and crosspopulation examination of the existing development system, an attempt to understand
the inter_dependencies involved, and an identification of the main ,problems and
weaknesses. the implicit trends and, the main potentialities or opportunities 'for
improvements.
'
48. Apart from collecting and using both quantitative and qualitative ,data to
assess development at the local level, the development monitoring service would
monitor the social and economic effects of technological change, and would provide
an early warning of impending- crises (trouble shooting). Information from different
parts of the country collected through the development monitoring service should be
combined with information from other sources (e.g. locality studies by scholars) and
used as a basis of regular reporting to the national planning board and to regional
(subnational) planning boards where these exist. ~e service would use simple
methods ,for carrying out its task. It CQuld be based on a series of development
observation posts stationed in different parts of the country or operate by means of
a series of regular visits by small mobile teams to different parts of the country.
The service should also develop mechanisms for monitoring external occurrences that
may have effects on the implementation of the plan, such as developments in the
world money. finance and commodity markets. Another task of the development
monitoring serVice'should be the development of appropriate indicators of development
and economic growth.
'

,

49. With information from the development monitoring service and from the production
control departments of enterprises, the central planning office and hence the government
should be in a position at all times to take decisions about the implementation of the
plan.
Recommendation 1~·· Review.and appraisal of the progress made

in

the ~mnlementation

of the,plan
50. There are two main objectives of review and appraisal, namelY-to provide:
(i) information on the progress made, ,and short-falls 'in implementation of II plan,
including explanations of bO,th progress and short-falls' as a basis for taking the
necessary action to deal with undesira,ble occurrences; 'and (ii) a feedback mechanism
linked to th'e planning exercise in the next plan period" The review and appraisal
task is usually undertaken by all the development and economic growth decisiohmaking agencies and is' co-ordinated, by the central planning office. The 'exercise' is
carried out in relation.'to the targets, goals and objectives set down in the'1'lan and
the measures for attaining them.
51. In view of the importance of review and appraisal to' the attainmert of the goals
and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action, it is recommended that every member State
should make review and appraisal an integral part of its development planning and
implementation.
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C.

Statistical and other information reguirements

52. Both the adoption of systematic planning fo~ social and economic development
by many countries of the region and the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action
will give rise to a l&rge demand for a variety of socia-economic data and other
types of information. ,It ia necessary to generate a timely flow of information
from which it is possible not o~ly to assess the current levels of a number of
demographic, social, economic, technical, '"tc. ph"qomena and the interrelationships
among them, but also to study the trend" and changes in relationships over time.
The availability of such information in sufficient detail and with disagregation
by regions, sectors and special groups where appropriate will permit the design
and control of policies and programmes on such basic development and economic growth
issues as poverty, unemployment, health, nutrition, literacy, internal migration,
industrialization and appropriate technology.
53. It will be observed from this wide-ranging set of statistical and other
information that there is an urgent need for an integrated approach to information
collection and analysis activities through common and compatible concepts and
definitions and methods of collection and analysis. The African Household Survey
Capability Programme,(AHSCpj, whict is a component of the global National
Household Survey Capability Progrmlli~e (NHSCP), has been conceived to help ,the
countries of the region tO'obtain, through a systematic programme of househ?ld
surveys and in conjunction with 'data from population censuses and other sources, the
continuing flow of ,integrated statistics and information that they ,need for'their
development pl.ans, policies and administration. There is need therefore fol' all
African countries to join the'programme in order to. develop the statistical
infrastructures needed for the collection of integrated demographic, social and
ecc1nomic data.

54. It is also'necessary to intensify efforts i~ the area of manpower training.
In this conhexion, it' is iMportant to refer to ,:;h.~ Statistical Training Programme
for Africa (STPA) which aims at m~king Africa self-reliant in producing an increasing
number of technically cOQpetent statistical personnel who would collect, process and
analyse statistical data required for economic and social development planniqg.
Countries t shciulCi, where' ilec.e3sary~ use this prcigram..11e to, increase the number and
improve 't'ne: c}1..iality of their statistical personnel'.

55.

The implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action will require action in other

areas of sources 6f 'information: docu~ents on development and economic growth t blue
prints and other so'urces Qf information on technology) c'i,:c. All these call for more
comprehensive arrangements for information gathering, a~alysis? processing, ~torage

and dissemination. In this connexion, member States should consider the possihlity
of participating in the Fan-P£rican Documentation and Information System (PADIS),
prograxmne.
56. It should be noted that external resources will continue to be needed in order
to ensure the effective implementation of the statistical and other information
development programmes expected to mi>e~ the requirements of the Lagos Plan of Action.
However, in the context of the objective of national and collective self_reliance,
African countries should more 'and more support the implementation of these programmes
usiqg their own resources and where possible assist other African countries to
imp lement their own programmes.
'
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Recommend3.tion 13:

Strengtloening i:lJrastI'llc:.ures :~or statistical and other

inforruatiQn development:
57.

In the light of the foreg01ng, the following steps are suggested:

(a) :s a matter of urgency, African countries should strengthen their
statistical 1nftastructuresas a basis for effective policy~inaking and planning.
In this connexion, they are urged to formulate statistical and other information
development programces and these should be included in national development plans
to ensure adequate allocatioil of resources;
(b) In order to mobilize external resources for the implementation of the
African Household Survey capability Programme, the population and housing censuses
programme, the development of the System of National Accounts, and the Statistical
Trainin/\ Prog:amme for Africa, African Governments should reaffirm the priorities
they attach to these programmes and provide the necessary counterpart financial
support;
(~)
Each Government should institute appropriate mechanisms for the evaluation
and analysis of data. These mechanisms should ensure proper linkages among data
producers, analysts and users. The establishment of national statistics committees
comprising representatives of government, industry, commerce; universities, trade
unions, etc., constitutes a viable means of achieving this;
(~
Simultan~ouDly with the improvement of external relationships, a national
statistical service must demonstrate its ability to produce results. Initially,
this can be achieved through timely issue of regular publications;

(§0 Where it does not already exist, statistical legislation should be
promulgated. Such legislation should not attempt to deal with the short-term
aspects .ofstatistical development strategy but concentrate on long-term provisions
such as the authority for collecting statistics and other info.rmation and the
related penalties and safeguards;

<0 Periodic review of the statistical situation in each sector, the status
of administrative sources of s~atistics and the data generating research activities
in universities, research institutes, etc., should be undertaken;
(g) the possibility of adopting the system of assigning statisticians to
sectoral ministries shGuld be seriously considered since such an arrangement could
help greatly in improving the present situation particularly when such officers work
extremely closely with the professionals in the sectoral ministries;

(h) It is desirable that a statistical data base for the storage and retrieval
of information be established in individual countries. In this connexion, efforts
should be made by individual member States to participate in the PAnIS programme.
D.

Analysis and planning

58. Following the educational and information activities of the Plan, each member
State should now be in a position to align its policies, practices and strategies
with the philosophy and characteristics of the Plan. Such realignment requires
analysis and planning both to establish the base data and to organize the collective
efforts for the implementation of the Plan.
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1.

Natural resources

59. The importance of natural resources (energy including fuel minerals, non-fuel
minerals, water. fish and otber w~ter resources livestock and forest products) and,
the raW materials which could be extracted from them arises from the recognition that'
economic growth, that is, 'increases in the physical output of goods and services to
meet the needs of the mass of the people requires the exploration, evaluation and
exploitation of a much wider range of natural resources and raw materials than is the
case today where reliance is placed on the production and export ,of only one or two
products. The volume and scope of new production, of course, depend on the extent
to which, as ,is the case in ,developed and semi-industrialized countries, complimentarities among natural resources/industrial raw materials are established through trade.
Thus, in Africa an important part of natural resources policy will relate to the
promotion of intra-African trade in raw materials.
Recommendation 14:

Deepeninf, knowledge of the

natur~l

resource base

60. In view of the foregoing, it is necessary to widen and deepen~knowledge, of the
natural resource base. Accordingly, action in the field of natural resources should
include:
(a) Measures for the compilation, classification, central storage and'
retrieval of all available information on, natural resources and for the establishment
of a central unit for this purpose. Where some of the existing records are in the
hands of fOrD!er_ ~olonial powe;rll or foreign transnational corporations, governments
should devise means of retrieving such records from them;
(b) Preparation of topographical map series, photogeological studies and
detailed geological mapping as a basis for systematic exploration for minerals;

(c) Legal and administrative'measures for ensuring that new information and
data on natural resources are made available to the central unit responsible for
comp~tation, classification, etc.;
(d) Evaluation of mineral resources development, activities in progress in each
country so that each country may decide on how these activities could be restructured
to correspond to the requirements of the Lagos Plan of Action,e.g. in ~eciding which
project could continue as national projects and which would be expanded :to become
subregional,proj'eCts;
(e) Special st~dies of recent deVelopments 1n exploration, evaluation and,
extraction fechnologies in the field of natuJ:";>l resources, which t;lffel' new, c;>ptimal
combinations of labour and machine :lntensity,;' and
.,
,

. r

(f) Evaluation of the extent to which existing natural resources, including
river basins constitute inputs into the development of domestic industry and
agriculture.
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Recommendation 15:

Ensuring sovereignt)< over natural resources

61. Much has been'said about the need for developing countries in general and
African countries in partlcularto have sovereignty over theIr natural reSources.
The ability to achieve such an objective will depend heavily on manpower training
and institution'buiiding. Therefore, it is recommended that action be taken as
follows:
",
'
'
(a) A review should be carried out of' existing national capabilities for
exploration, evaluation and management and for extraction of and trade in
industrial raw materials of natural resources as a basis for instituting or
improving machinery and instI'U\llentation forth~se'purposes;
(b) Following the review of ~nstitutional capapbilities, a manpower development
plan should be prepared for different forms of or subsectors of the natural resources
sector;

(c) At the same time, possibilities of intra-third world technical assistance
arrangements (includi~ggove~ent enterprises) for manpower and institutional
development should be expiored;
.",
, '
(d) Governments should contribute towards the development of institutional
machanisms designed to facilitate intra-African trade in industrial raw materials
and'should review in this' light, the tole of state trading OI;ganizations, anI! .;
(e) Governments shoul:! review tl\e "pfesent business structui'e'~f'enterprises
in the-natural resources sector with particular reference to"its effects on income
transfers, re-invcstment policy, manpower development, technology transfer, the
promotion of' intra~Africen tr~d9, emploYment creation, etc.
",

Recommendation 16:

. f'

.-

De3ig~~ng"~ealistic policies

,

'

•

for participation in natural

resources _~:~:~6.i.~n.i.!gn and ,m.ana,gefo.lent

62. As far as the Lagos Plan of Action ie concerned, African countries are to"
take an active part in toe exploration and use of their natural resources.
Therefore. in connexion with policy making and action it is important to distinguiSh
between the 'relatively pas:,;:!.ve P"ll:'.cy of e.g. takillgshares (whether majority or
minority) in foreigl,-c-.:n"d wIning cm:'panies operating within the country or their,
affiliates'and the active ana objective policy of establishing arid exploitirig the'
national mineral resource base through the instrument of national or multinational
mining companies asaQciace.i with '1ational or multinational finance companies
established specifically for this purpose. In other words, taking shares in
foreign mining companies and setting up nationalcqmpanies or ~xterisions of the
government treasury to receive income from shares in "them is a policy for securing
rents)not a policy for ,promotitlgeconomic growth as de~ined above.
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2.

Population and developoent

63. Much has been said about people being the initiator and beneficiary of
development and ~conomic growth. Yet, from the information available, there are
many gaps in 'knowledge about the characteristics and dynamics 'of the 'African
population'. Moreover, the use being made of the scanty information available in the
design, imp1ementatiori and monitoring of deve10pme~t and econOmic growth in Afiica
leaves much to be desired.
'
64. In view of the fact that African countries are cha:racteri'zed by porlU1ati~nsof
extremely varying sizes, high fertility and high mortality, a relatively short ,average
life span and a population structure dominated by young persons,a result of rapid
increases in population, it is recommended that countries should improve their
knowledge of the size, structure and quality of their populations. Such a knowledge
will provide an empirical basis for developing policies and programmes aimed at
absorbing'the totality6f this gtowing population and foi ~stab1ishing services aimed
at improving the quality af life of the population especially the provisi9n of primary
health care, maternal and child care programmes and 'comprehensive 'sanitary programmes.
65. Moreover, 'since 'African populations will in theforeseeable;future continue to
grow, it is also recommended' that countries should make arrangements for the continuous
study of the'dYnamics aftheir population change in the process 'of socio-econcmlic.
transformation.
'
66. Recent censuSes in the region should have provided a basis forehe analysis of
population data ,in terms of age "and sex structure,spll.tial d:l.stribution ot" population;
educational attainment, number and size of households, Il.nd occupational c!iteg6r:les;" "
Information'should also be available on the distribution of services such as water,
electricity, schools, institutes and 'uniVersities; hospitals, clinics, mater~ity
centres and recreational and other cultural facilities, as well as on employment and
unemployment and housing conditions'. Such censuses should be followed by' household
surveys, which will not only supplement and make more concrete the information
obtained from censuses, but also provide information about consumption habits, income
and saVings. " Ani member Stat~which ,Hdnot participate in the 1970 ~oundsof '
population :censl1ses shou,id definitelypatticipate in the 1980 rounds. Similarly,
member scates" should take adva~tage of the ECA African Household Survey 'capability,
Programme in order to equip themselves for extensive and regular household surveys.
67. Theiagos Plan of Action lay~;great emphasis on planning in real terms. Such
planning cannot be meaningful without its intimate' linkage to population and its
dynamics whether one is concerned with internalization of the supply of factor inputs,
employment and unemployment,' entrepreneurial capabilitY development~ provision of
basic needs for the satisfaction of the mass ,of the population, ,planning of, education
and training services, ornlanpower' planning in 'general. Henceforth, populat~on alld
its dynamics should constitute the hub around which planning efforts are organized.
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3.

Science and technology

68. The importance "of science and technology as instruments for generating and
sustaining development and economic growth is emphasized in the Lagos Plan of
Action. In fact, the chapter on science and technology is the longest in the Plan.
In it, the Heads of "State and Government have committed themselves on behalf of
themselves and their peoples to "put science and technology in the services of
development by reinforcing the autonomous capacity of (their) countries in this
field". SI" •Therefore the" internalization of the process of generating and
sustaining science and technology is one of the urgent problems to" be addressed
in the process of implementing tne Lagos Plan of Action.
'
(a)

Science

69. As far as science is concerned, the problem areas are education and training and
research. With regard to education and training, it is common knowledge that science
is yet to find its proper place among the ensemble of subjects being offered in
primary and secondary schools. Africa's education and training system is still,
heavily biased in favour of arts subjects. This is particularly the caSe at the
second li!vel amorigpeople who 'should become mi<ldle-Ievel technicians. The result is
that very few candidates are coming forward for "training in middle-level skills that
require the application of science.
70. With respect to research~ the matn ptoblem is the general shortage of
researchers whose work is "directly relevant to the development and economic growth
problems of the countries of the region; However, there is also the problem of
shortage or lack of laboratory facilities for those few "who are genuinely interested
in work that is relevant to African developm",nt and growth probiems.
and
Recommendation "17: Putting technology in the service of' development
,,'
eCOI;lomJ,c ',irowt'h

71. In order for' 'acience to play an important role in" African development" l!Od
growth ingeriera'l and the implementation 0,£ the Lagoa Plan ;,qf A<;tion' in part'icuIar,
it is recOlmnended'that the following measures should 1:>e taWn by member" States:which
have notahe'ady "done so:
'
"" ' 't

(~ "Prov1'Sion '"fincentives iii i:h~': form 'of scholarship,s to st1Jdents to stu<ly
mathematics an<lother physical sciencesubJetts;
J

(]V

'....

Supply of more'andbetterequi~riient tei ;secon<larY schools)"

(£> " Improvement of conditions of serVice of '"~eachers' of math~maHcs and other
science subjects;
(~
Reform of science subjects curricula so that emphasis can be placed more on
problems relevant to the African situation;

1/

Lagos Plan of Action (A!S-11!14, annex I), preamble

6 (iv), paragraph (b).
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re)
WOT~Clg

Establishment of better salary scales and working conditions for
dnd Professionals in science-based occupations;

(f)

Use of mass media in propagating interest in science and its application;

(g)

!rovision of more finance, laboratory equipment and other facilities for
working on problems of immediate relevance to African development and

rese~rch~rs

econnmic

g~ow~th prob~e~s;

(h) Reduction of finance, equipment and other facilities for researchers whose
"JOrk is of little or no relevance to the. immediate development and economic growth
problems facing African countries;
(i)

Establishplent of a roll of honour for outstanding scientists.

(.')

Technology

12. While action 1n the Ueld of science belongs to the domain of education and
training and research. the development and application of technology are crucial
to the immediate implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. In this· connexion,
two llmn~diate,problems and the associated policy action are to be ~ddressed:
inventory of indigenous technologies and of facilities for the acquisition,
adaptation and lissemination of imported and indigenous technology.
Recommendation IS,
73.

Putting science in the service of development ,nd·economic growth

To achieve these objectives i t is recOlmnended that the following should be

uhdt::ttqken:

Ca) Rev!ew of existing technology plans, policies and instruments including
the str~cture of R&D efforts in technology development and adaptation;
(b) S~rv~y of indi~enous inventions and innovations and reView of the
climate for i~vention and innovation, including patenting procedures and
in~en~ives, with. special re~e~ence to technologies for rural development, and
Fpecific,prob:\-ems such as manpower,. equipment and parts, dissemination, financial
end lP7~1~spec~s in close collaboration with African inventors;
(c) Reviewof.exist:,Lng arrangements and methods for handling imports of
technologYAlld,·theeffects o~. such imports on the domestic production: of technology.
Con.s:l,derationshould he given to the possibility of establishing or strengthening a
natio'lal "curporation" for that and other purposes;
(d) Survey of the characteristics of transferees, theit demands for
technology and how to satisfy them;
(e) Survey o~ the characteristics of transferors, quantity and qualftyof'
their technologies, their relevance to African socio~economic problems, and their
conditionc. and methods of transfer;
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(~)
Revi,ew of the role of universities and other 'third-level educational
institutions in invention and innovation, bearing in'mind available natural
resources and choice of production lines as well RS technologies for rural
development;
."

(g) Identification of selected institutions (e.g. railway workshops, post and,
telegraph workshops, an1 public works department workshops) to play' the role of
"teaching ::ompanies" analogous to the clinical equivalent of medical internship
programmes;
(~)

Consideration and p.. omotion of a national "do-it':'yourself" movement;

(!) Development of methodologies to generate, the demand for technologies
and technological information, special attention being paid to the needs of the
rural areas;
(1) Development of methodologies and machinery for mobilizing the adaptive
technology 'potential in ehe non-formal urban and rural sUDsectors; and'
(k), Est,'blisrunent of an institution responsible for consideration of
possibilities for intra-regional and interregional' co-operation in se~eral crucial
areas of techno},ogy development and adaptation.
74. The foregoing constitute the initial activities for bringing science ,and technology
into the process of implementing the Lagos Plan of, Action. The major and continuing
activities are enumerated in the Lagos Plan which must continue to guide member States
in this important area. The guidelines here are only complementary to those in the
Plan. In all· efforts to develop science and technology, the' critical role of products
and processes and hence of natural resources must always be borne in mind.
,.

4.

Human resources development

75. The implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action requires the identification
and development in sufficient quantity and quality oithe expertise needed for
carrying out priority programmes in the most important sectors of the Plan.
Emphasis on the mastery, application and deVelopment of science and technology as
tools for activating self-reliant and self-Sustaining development calls for a thorough
assessment and exploitation of the natural resource potentialities of African countries
and, above all, for the national planning, development and mobilization of the human
resources of these countries. Moreover, the over-dependence in the past on external
sources for the supply of high level skills'has not only made the costs of management
and other ,services, extremely high but has also been responsible for a greater part of
Africa's balance-of-payments problems.
Recom",endation 19:

I.ntegrati.on of l'unan resources development in over-all
developmen~:

and economic r;rowth

76. African ,countries' should therefore accord high priority to the following
measures and actions related to'human resources development and d~p10yment;
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(a) Assessment of national manpower needs in the. crucial·sectors·of.natural
resources exploit<ltion; science. and' technology,. industrial development;. transformation and development. of the rural subsector, development ~f energy resources.
.
transport and communications;

(Eo)
Evolv.em ent of appropriate national administrative and institutional
machineries and capabilities for:

(i)

(ii)

the periodic assessment and planning of manpower needs and training
requirements for adequate exploitation of natural resource.endowment
of the countries and performance of other tas1l:s such as.management
and research and development in the same area;
the co-ordination, orientation and promotion of training policies
and progr<lIll1lle which.will build up the requisite cadre in all other
prior:l.ty.areas listed in the Plan;
. r:.

(iii)

(iv)

the mobilization of funds for accelerating the training of experts
in the crucial areas of engineering, entrepreneurship and management;
and
the institutionalization of a central advisory.council for human
resources development and utilization;

(£) In.,compliance .with the r,ecommendations of the First .Conference of
Ministers Ilesponsible forHwnan Resources Planning,. Deve.lopment and Utilization
held in Monrovia in October 1981; countries should give priority to the
reorientation of the education system to render it more responsive to the
growing needs of the dynamic transformation of J\frican economies by upgrading the
productive capacity of the mass of the population;
(d) Intensification of action in expanding the role of higher educational
institutions !!O .that t1\ey produce the. quantity, quality and types of skills,
knowledge.andattitudes required to implement the Lagos Plan,of Action by:
(i)

reorienting curricula in all fields to the needs of transforming rural.
communities;

(ii)

developing courses in appropriate' technologies for application in food
preservation and storage, rural, transformation, .solar.energy, nuclear
energy, etc., with particu~r emphasis On practical training;

(iii)

consoli,dating and reorienting uniyersity J>esearci), especially, Ilt the
post-graduate level, to .achieve a much greater degree of relevance for.
agricultural, industrial and general socio-economic development;

(iv)

intenllifying efforts to integrate university .and industry-ba..ed
research actiVities. as a means. of eliminating the current dependence on
expatriate personnel for industrial development and expansion;

,

.
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(v) , formulating manpower plans in consultations with third level education'"
institutions for ensuring the training of suitable ;'umbers'and
quality of experts for the crucial sectors ot the plan;
.,.1..

(vi)

(vii)

relying increasingly on the use of educational and other training
facilities within Africa for manpower development an~ making such
education development-based as well as structured to solve '
development problems;
decentralizing university and other institutions to rural areas and
providing more opportunlties for training, re-trainingand up-gr~ding
skills for civil servants, engineers, agriculturists, teachers,
managers and other professionals already ,operating within the economy;

~) Adoption of dynamic ~rogrammes of mass 'literacy and adult learding'
through both formal and non-formal systems of education and training with the
aim of developing more enlightened, knowledgeable and innovative workers and
citizens;
,

(!) Development of a dynamic system of monitoring manpower supply
and demand within various sectors of the economy as a tool for maintaining a
policy of creating employ,nent for school leavers and int~grating the'
productive, distributive and other sectors of the economy:
'
(g) Integration afhuman resources planning'and development at all levels
of project'fortilulation 'and 'implementation with a view to nurturing the growth
,
and survival of indigeriouSexpertise and entrepreneursh~~; "
(h) A thorough analysis 'of the magnitude of and reasons for the braindrain and assessment of ways of reducing it to a minimum and attracting back
expertise in areas of high priority in the Lagos Plan of Action;

{!> In collaboration withthe:uriiversities, industries and other bodies,
a comprehensive review of the ~ontent of 'all educational programmes and textbooks
in an effort to make education more relevant to the needs of the Lagos Plan
of Action; ,

5.

Women and development

77 • An analysis of the present status and cOnditions of life and_ark of
women shows that they are heavily concentrated in 'the 'rural a'reas of 'African
countries, and are primarily employed in subsistence agriculture and food
processing as well as trade, and 'industries for consunier goods and ~rafts.
In social life, they are relegated to narrowly demarcated social welfare and'
community concerns.
78. The full development and utilization of women, as a large component of
the national human res'ource'potential for industrial entrepreneur'ship, i!i>inagement,
production, marketittg, distribution, research 'arid' experimental" developmel't',
institutional services (such as banking, insurance, shipping, civil aviation,
business consultancy, tourism, etc.) and so on, is a necessary condition of the
implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action and its successors. Moreover,

, .'
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this need is enhanced by the growing recognition of the importance of
incorporating hi~to,ical and socio-cul~ural resources in the dynamics of
implementation of the Plan.
79.Thepro~ess of the development and full exploitation oJ the human
resources potential is a'matter of increasing urgency if the goal of self-reliance.
is to'be pursued and if the presentan.d.expected costs of imported services are
to be reduced.
.

Recommendation 20:

Effective integration of women in the developnent nrocess

80. In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that the following measures
be taken by member States:
(~)
Review of women's role in agricultural production and distribution
with a view to facilitating their access to improved technqlogy and means of
production;'
"

(b) Review of women's access to education, science and technology so
as to enable them to participate fully in the process of industrial development.
Special efforts .haveeq be. made at the national level to review the incentive
system appropriate to encouraging women and girls to take full advantage of
opportunities for self-imprOVing education and training and upgrading of
existing skills;" :
(c) Review of problems of women in business with a view to ensuring
that tney receive a fair share of general business support services and are:
selected for special training for entrepreneurial, managerial,technological, etc.,
functions. It should be recognized that the informal sector involves the
greatest share of women, who need access to supportive services and institutions;
(d) Study visits to appropriate countries to gain familiarity with
speciarmeasures and progr~s for accelerating the education and emplQ~nt
of women and. g~rls of unusual talent potential;
:, ,....
(e) Special measures for identifying and accelerating the access of women'
to decision-making positions in government, parastatals and multi-national
economic co~operation institutions (i.e. committees of parastatals,on procedur~s
for identifying, .. tr.aining apd employing women in e.g. business planning,,·
management, .production, marketing, R&D, etc.);
(f), .Inclusion in the. duties and responsibilities of government qrgans
responsible for manpower studies and. planning of the responsibility for;
monitoring trends in the education and employment of women and factors affecting
these trends, ·with·s view to developing corrective strategies~;;and
i..,
,

;'

(g) Review of existing arrangements for, co-opeliation with and support
of national women's organizations with a view to strengthening their, role in
the above and other programmes for women.
'0 ~
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6.

Health services, including community water supply and
sanitation

81. In theseguide-line~.no specific recommendations have been judged
necessary for health services because there are at least three plans of action
prepared under the auspiCes of the World Health Organization which should be
considered integral parts of the Lagos Plan of Action: "Long-term Health Planning
for the.
Africa
Region, 1975.,.2000" ,6/ "Formulating Strategies for Health for All'
,.by the Year 2000", 7/ and "Global Strategy for Health for All by the Year
2000". §../
.
'

.

82. Although the period 1981-1990 has been declared the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, member States are still in the process
of preparing their national prog~ammes. However, at the African Regional
Meeting on Problems and Needs of Africa in Community Water Supply and Sanitation'
in August 1980, the following guide-lines were agreed upon.

,.

Recomraendation. '1: .Formulation, ,11 -programmes for community.
- water 9/ supply and
sanitation for the period lQ8n·.l~9n
83.

;,

Member States are urged:

(a) ~o establish or form ,a 'suitable, national action committee with a
permanent secretariat (including the designation of an offer to provide a
liaison with UNOP) ,and bring together the national authorities in the sector
and relevant agencies of financing, planning, resources, etc., to plan and
co-ordinate the Decade activities;
(b) To specify institutionll.l arrangements and the allocation of responsibilfEies including those for,p1anning;the,implementation.of programmes;
operations and maintenance;
(c)

To assess the current status of the sector;

(d) To make, an investig"tion, id<;ntification and evaluation of possible
alternatives to define levels of service in respect of costs and determine the
least-cost technologies in order to obtain maximum benefit from limited available
resourc~8;

(e) .To set specific target1> , to be achieved over the·period of the Decade
and fo"f specified shorter periods of time to mesh with ',nationa1deve10pment plans;
6/ Long-term Health Plan\ling .for the,African Region;' 1975-2000.
Office-for Afri~a. World Health prganbation, BrazzaVille, 1974.'

Regibna1

7/Formu1ating Strategies for Hi,'.ilth for All by the Year 2000, World Health
Organization, Geneva, 1979.
"
.

§../ Glo\lal~trategyfor.Hea1th
tion, Geneva" 1981,·

for All by the Year 2000, World Health Organiza.' !

'it For a fuller discussion of the issues involved, see "Report of the African
Regional Meeting on Problems and Needs of Africa in Community Water Supply and
Sanitation" (E/CN •14/NRD/WR/7> •
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(f) To identify priority projects and/or activities and establish
scheduTes for their implementation on a year-by-year basis;

(g) To define staffing and logistics in relation to the programme
of implementation;
(E)

To establish funding mechanisms.
7.

Food and agriculture

84. As the food and agriculture situation and problems differ from one
cocrtry to another, the first step is for governments to examine how the
proposed priorities and suggestd action programmes apply irt the context of
the concrete situations of their own countries. Therefore, the exercise could
be looked at from the following perspectives, namely:
Recowmendation 7":

Review of all existing activities at the national level
in the r,ood and nut,"ltlon sector

85. This is essential as a stepping~stone to a critical appraisal of all
food and nutrition programmes. After the appraisal, specific priorities
will have to be established and projects that are not meeting the greatest
emergency needs in the area of food and nutrition will have to be discontinued
to release funds and resources for projects and programmes meeting and
contributing towards increasing food self-sufficiency. These priorities are
clearly listed within the Lagos Plan of Action:
(a)

Reduction of food losses;

(b)

Improved food security;

(c) lncresed food production of food crops, livestock and fisheries
through increased rural incomes and improved price policies that create an
incentive for food production;

(4) Forestry production (including control of erosion and desertification) ;
~

Agricultural research in the relevant areas; and,

(!)

AgriCUltural extension services.

86. Action in this area could be undertaken through a co-ordinating body
using the facilities of local as well as international consultants in the
agricultural field with the cheapest and most effective possible means. In
this connexion, local universities and research institutes could be
mobilized into a consultative group which will review and critically 'appraise
on-going governmental projects in the area of food production and nutrition
along the lines suggested above. This will in the first instance indicate
Governments' area of priority action in their interpretation of the Lagos
Plan of Action.
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Recommendation.23;
~7.

ana

Establishment of national task force for food and nutrition

fTl]1e task -fo!'ce is to co-orr'lin'1te ,;"'cti.vities of all !,linistries, institutions
TTlultilater3.1 ,',n" bilat~:ral iinte:nn,tionFtl or,roarliz3.ti:1ns concert1eJ with

~~ll

food a~d nutrition problems in the country, The task force should be ~iven full
responsibility for immediate and ef~ective increases in food availability throu~h
out the country. For the effectiveness of the task fotce, 'the follo;.,in" guidelines

~re

proTIos€Q:

(~)
An
allocated to

im~ediate

increase should be effected in the national bud~et
without which there can be little effective action;

a~riclllture,

~adethat,

(b) A coinmitmentshould be
.henceforth, .' a' sllbstantBJ.ly i;'creased
pronortion of all forei~ aid (loans and ~rants - ODA) would be investedintte
food and a~riculture sector, at least ~or the rest of the Deca1e. ' This will
minimize the diversionary tactics and salesmanshin of some donors. ConsequentlY,
donors ~e~uinelv concerned with improvin~ ~frica'a economic situation ,dir be '
well informed of Government s '':Jr'ioritiE's; .
.,
.
(c) ":ffectivetradeliberalization at national, subre~ional and ~er:iorial
levels-must be vil;orously pursued. To this end,it is imnerative to decide
cate~orically aqd immediately on free movement for all ~ood and agricultural
raw materials within the rep.ion;
,
(d) }'ays and 1'1eans should be f"ound ~or ~eneratinp" imnroved resoon.siveness
and action should be taken to im1'llernent previous relevant nro))osals,nrol';rarnmes
and projects at the national, subre~ional and re~ional levels;
(d) The above hns to go hcw,l in hand with effectiv8 pricing and fiscal pplicies
in favour of the a~ricultural sector, both in the short an~ lon~ runs, without
which resource ~llocation in the Drivate sector may
im~ede vroprarnme ~ohesion;

re~le~t.jnco?siste~~i~s

a~4

(r) 'Furthermore, as a basie r:minci:ple" a rapid ex"?ansion o-t:" inte,!'rated
small-scale villar.!;e-level a("ro-alliea. '!Jrocessin.f! on a massive sea.Ie is conducive

to imoroved food oresenrationann increasednroduction, This nolicy will clearly,
assist in improvin" far'l1-p:ate value-atided, increasinp: farm income anti rural employment, and thus l~y the foundation for rural transformation; and
(~)

PaYMent o~ subsidies where necessary to assist farmers has to be
on the basis of priorities.

determ~ned

00. Action in this area should be underta~en simultaneously ~ith the first
proposal and could inc Iud", i'Lssist'tnce from the internationala'l'encies under tiie
prooosed str&te'l'ic revie~ missions whose terms of reference are renrOduceti below:
Terms of .reference ,of'·.the nronosed strate,-;ic review mir,sions
Purpose

89. The purpose o~ the strate".ic review missions is to advise on the "dopt'ion
of appropriate policies and institutions, as well as the determination of priority
areas for nrogrammes in the field of agricultural and rural development with focus
on increased food nroduction, improved self-SUfficiency and food security.
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Duties

90.

In p:ener'tl o:erms, the missions will 'undertake the followintr tasks:

(a) Review existing policies and pro~ra~es in the ~ields of a~icultural
and rural developMent with It view to assessinlr their i",pe,ct on improved food selfsufficiency and food 'security;
(b) Assess the ~ajor constraints
economic, physical, technical and
institutional - as well as the possibilities for increased ~ood production and
improved a~icultural and rural development;
(~) In the, li~ht of ,the above review and assessment, deterMine the priority
areas for short- and medium-term action, discuss with the gOvernment the need for
possible adjustments in existinrr pOlicies and :pro~am",es e,nd in,Iicate the broad
implications of such adjustments in terms of resource allocation (domestic and
external);

(d) Identify priority areas for new pro~ammes and projects and indicate
nossible needs for further technical and financial assistance in the formulation
and appraisal of such programmes and projects;
(~) Perform any other relevant tasks agreed upon in consultation with the
rovernrnent.

Composition
91. The composition of the missions could be limited to the prov1s10n of
expertise in policy and programme analysis, rural developMent, including exyertise
in finance and resource mObilization and, if so required, al~o in one or more
technical fields such as land and water developMent, crop production, livestock
and fisheries.
92.

Tbe exact composition or the team will be determined in consultation with

the Government concerned. The strate~! review missions will be fielded by FAD,
FCA and DAD at the request of 9J1y member State,.
Recommendation 24:

Monitorin~

imolementation

93. This will he at tvo levels (natio~al an e inter~ation'tl) in relation to the
reports o~ evalm.tion tea!"s: At the national level, it is essential th...t a
Quarterly or hi'''1nial re1OoJ"t of not ",are than tHO pa~e8 on eac'l ;nojor, repeat
",,,jor ton nriority "roject, shoul~ be nreT)'l.rec1 3.Il~. submitteii to the TA,Sl{ Force
",rOUD. The renort )'lust "be terse, concise a"il, useful in the sens" th"t it must
inclu1.e areas o..p

3.ch:i.eve~ent,

areas

o~

:1"P.i.lure

and

recor.'~YendBtions

f0r improved

im"le",entation. !'<t the national level, annual re"orts 'oust "be nre"ared by each
~overnment on its effort, ,rith cODies sent to 1"40, FeA. an(l 01\1'.
')'he renort
s'lould ".ive concise inf'or'1".ation on a nro i"ct-b"-uro.ject basis within the context
of the priorities listed in the La~os Plan of Action, the relevant information
must include a year-by-year programme of activities that ~overnments have set
for the implementation of priority areas includin~ achievements and constraints
being faced.
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. RecoJIDl'endation 25:

Arrricultural c",nsus

94. As a basis for reorientation in the food and apricultlrre sector each member
State should, vhere it has not been done recently, und.ertake an a«ricultural census
with a view to obtaining information on production (levels and co~position) and
post-harvest losses, factor inputs (water, land clearance, land reclamation,
fertilizers, I..bour and machinery, if anv); lJroduction orl'"lUlization, distribution
facilities, including co-o~eratives, marketing boards and transport facilities; and
problems confronting production and distribution, includin~ r;overnment policies on
prices, credit, subsidies, climatic conditions and management. The followin~
should also he carried. out: analvsis of activities in terms of contribution to
satisfaction of domestic needs; anal~'si s 0" labour by grades; and analysis of
technolo~ used bv factor proportions and sources.
95. ~e information obtained from this exercise COUPled with that available
from soil analysis and the analysis of the activities of research and development
institutions in the food and ac:riculture sector should provide a sound basis for
fresh efforts in this important sector.
8.

Industry

96. Since the adoption of the La~os Plan of Action, the lTnited ~ations General
Assembly has formally declared the period 1980-1989 as the Industrial Development
Decade for Africa 10/ and the Conference 0" ~frican Ministers of Industry met and
prepared 8.'1 IDDA prorramme in the context of the implements.tion of the industrial
COMPonent of the Plan. 11/ The ".uide-lines provided here are based on the modalities
worked out by the Hinisters for the i~ple,.,.enta.tion of the Industrial Decade programme.
Recomnendation 26:

Formation of national co-ordinatinr;

co~ittee

97.

In order to accelerate the imnlementation of the Industrial Decade programme,
eaCh member State should set up a ne.tional co-ordinati'1~ cOl'L",ittee whose task will
be to provide direction and mlidance' "or the translation of the "fr<tmework for the
Decade urorrrarrrrne" into a. national nrop;rairttn.e for the nromotion, inIT)leY"'lenta.tion a.nd

moniiorin.. of the Decade at the' nationa.l level.

.

,

98. '!'he national co-ordins.tin'! cOl"mittees which should 'Je :'lade Ury of high-level
experts drawn from ministries of industr", nlanninr" R~iculture, natural resources,
ener~r, finance, transport and co~unications, education, trane and comro~rce,
parastat'1l or!"'tnizations involved ,·,i.th in1ustrial develolJ111ent, major nrivate sector
enterprises, smqll-scale enternri.ses, educational and resea.rch institutions, private
consultA.ncy orp-anizations, chal'!be-rs 0:1: ind1lstry, cornmerc~e, etc .. , trade unions.~ major

political Darties and other relevant
(~)

bo~ies

shoul·I be concerned with the fo11owinr:

Promotion and popularization of' t"e Decade Pro"ra"""e;

(~) Or,~ization of national seminars and brain-stor111in~ meetin~s on the
various issues re'.ewmt to the Decade as "1.r as the count:rr is concerned;

(.£.) Oro:anization of the di'vmosis an'1. analysis
of the countrv; and

10/

See General

11/

Asr,e~bly

0"

t"e industrial structure

resolution 35/6hB.

See ECA/IDD.l/INR/'TD/l - PCA/C''I.6/INR/PP/l; 8CA/IDD.l/INR/W/2 _
A/IDD.l/PTR/,·ro/3 - FCA/C"r.G/INP/'ro/3; -':CA/IDD.l/ITITR/1,Jp/4 ECA/CltrI. 6 /INR/'rp /4; "-'Co /ECA/PIR /5; r:CA/C''l. r; /UTR/fl.
ECA/C''I.cJI~TR/~lP/2;
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(~) Arranl'"e'"ents in collaboration 'lith the Ministry of 'latur~.l
other relevant bodies for t~e collection an~ analysiR of information
resources available in the country as basis for determinin~ feasible
which the country Can undertake individu'llly OJ;: in co-oner'ltion with

Resources and
on the natural
nroduct lines
other African

countries.

Recomw£ndation27;

Incorporation of the concepts and ideas of the Decade
prograll!Jlle in the frame'Nork of national clevelopment ",;oals
and objectives

99. The imolement".tion of the nrOrTal'1!'le ~or the Industrial Develo""ent Decade
should ber:i~ with the incornoratio~, a.s anpropriate, of its suhpro",ra''lmes, concepts
and ideas into the framework of

n~tional pers~ective, lon~

Bnd

~ediurn-ter~

develonment ~oals. In this connexion, an important point of denarture will be
the identification of the indi",enous nroductive capacities which, if' cre'lted, would
enable individual African countries "".adually to ~eet ~rom within their chan~inr:
domestic basic needs and J<ey development inputs requirewJ,nts. It should be understood that the Decade pro~raMme is nimed at creatinr a ~oundation f'orthe achievement
of self-reliance and self-sustain",ent in accordance with the objectives of the
Lagos ?lan of Action.
.
100.

For l'lanycountries, and !'Touns of countries ,there '",ould 'be n 'neea to 1l'odify"'"
!llans, nro~~es and pOlicies so ~s to facilitate the introduction of
new national and ~ultinational strate~ies and the establish'"ent o~ structures
required to develop and implement apnronriate nriority pro~ra~mes in relation to .
nriority neens. To this end, there 'Nill 8.1so be ~ need to undertake a :iia["llostic
and analytical study.of the exist in'! industrial structure with a vie" to enhancinr
knowledl'"e about industrial characteristics an~ the practic~l fp.ctors that impede
national ef~orts to industrialize.
.
existin~

101,

Such a dia'!Oostic and analytical study will cover the structure of industry

in terms of product and production

or~anization;

analysis

o~

factor innuts and

sources; analysis of the contribution of the sector to ~eetin~ domestic needs;
analysis of manoower loy skills; and analysis of technolo"Y emnloved in terms of
factor proportions and sources.
102.

In view of the importance attached to the domestic production ~f inputs into

foon and

a,~icu1ture, agro-industries~ ener~

7,eneration and

tr~n3~ission,

transport

and communications, minin". and small-scale industries, the areas of interest to
"ember St.'.tes will be amon!! the followin~ <TOUps: (i) l'Iininr and processing of
iron ores, conper, bauxite, basic chemicals,

~etroleum

!'Otash, salt an,d other chemical r"1> materials;
industries,

e.~.

and gas, and phosphates,

(ii) key intermediate ""ods

iron and steel, copper nroducts ann

allunini~.,

ammonia, phosphoric

acid, pharmaceuticals and other basic che~icals and buildin~ materials and selected
areas of l'lechanical and electrical en~ineerinf' industries, includ.ing spare parts.
~ese 'rill Of course be combined with cnnSumer goods.
103. The kno"11edf';e of the ma.;or nroduct lines a country expects to nroduce over
the medium- and lon".-term as well as the quantitative tar~ets in ~terial terms,
when conbined with a commitment to ",,"oduce the <J.esired output, l1tilizin~ indi~enoug
a·~ents of production as much as noss;ble, would enable tlc\e country to deterl'line
the raw material needs as well as intermediate products; the scope Of its nanacement
and sJdlled ,""npower requirements; orders of maVlitude of the financi.u investment
requirement at least for key nroilucts a.s well as the scope of technolo~ical and
desicon canabili ties to be dev~lone'.l.
-
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Recommendation 28:

Review an1 re"0,j\lstJ:'ent of the I"Overnmental
industriRl development

~achinery

for

104. The efficiency of the governmental machinery for the allocation of resources
and re~ation of a!"ents of industrial production and the efficiency "ith which
their activities are carried out need to be evall1ated. 12/ In this connexion, the
activities of the Ministry of Industry or a similar bod~ its extension services
and location pOlicy should be critically examined, as well as the mutual feedback between the Ministry of Industry and the ministries Rnd government institutions
responsible for a~iculture, trade and co~erce, mines and minini", power, transport
and communications, monetary and fiscal policies, "statistical services and industrial
research, etc.
"
105. At the sectoral level, it is i~portant that the Ministry of Industry,
industrial narastatals and other institutions be well or~anized and staffed in a
manner conducive to specialization and complementarity. The "inistry of Industry
should thus pursue a pOlicy of harmonious operational relationship with the other
ministries and Rovernmental organs, which must take into account the complementarities of their mutually supportive and feedback activities. A focal point must be "
established within the ~unistry to act as ~ecretariat of the nRtional co-ordinatin~
committee to handle the'day-to-day work o~ the Decade and to liaise with the "central
or~anizations (GAU, UJITIDO and ECA) and otl:ler bodies set up at the redonal and subre~ional levels for the Decade.
Recommendation 29:

Activ~tins

the

a~ents

of production and distribution

106. The implementation of the pro~ram~e will depend lar~ely on the ~oals,
behaviour and capacities of the a"ents 0" industrial uro<1uction ano.'istribution
("hieh in the re~ion cO:'lprise ino.iO'enous urivate, State and foreio:n investors),
and incentives

of~ered

to

the~.

~ence,

Qependinq, on

do~estic

conditions anG utiljz-

in~

the relevant experience of other third world countries, it is recommended that
measures be taken to enable State and nrivate enterprises to p~oduce the products
enumerated in paragraph 102 uJfler recommendation 27 "bove, Public utili ties must also
be

i~1volv€d

(1)

in this orientation.

Public sector enterprise

107. It is recommended that public sector enterprises shoule be run on commercial
basis with the ri~ht to hire and fire and possibly with some equity and shares held
by workers as incentives.

108. To assist nublic sector industrial enterprises in narticular and other public
enterprises in ~eneral in.their operations, it is further su~~ested that Governments
should set un a co-ordinatin~ body such ~s a Bureau of Public rnterprises which
would be used for evolvin~ a common policy and approach to similar problems encountered in v~rious Stateenternrises, althou~h they may belonr to different"
ministries.
109;

The Bureau will:

(a) ?romote national consultations amon~ public enternrises on the role they
could :;;-lay in the adontion of the Deca1e prO'!I'al'lllle within the :"ra""ework of national
resources, circumstances and possibilities and its irnnlementation;
(~)

Or"~ize

study tours to State enterpribes in different sectors in such
T;ri th such e. 1trie!"l\onstration effect 11 ,
countries could learn from success~l public enternrises in other developing
countries; and
cOlmtries as Hexico ~ India, BrA.zil, etc.
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(c) Orrranize national consult_'3..tioDs arlSln~ out of:' the study tours SUf;I?,€sted
a~ove,-including considerations of technicql assistance from enterprises visited,

joint ventures, etc., on the b"3is of
able to have:

~'CDC

frarcework..

IlloddiTion, it may be desir-

(i)

A national academy of State enterprise mana~ers or a si~ilar ~rrangenent
to provide traininp for human resources neveloument at various ~anagerial
levels; and establish

(ii)

A uermanent national machinery for consultations aTflon~ State enterprises
on the status and prospects of the national econo~y and the role of State
enterprises, on improveTIents in ~erforITance and perforMance indicators,
etc. ;

(iii)

(2)

'.lultination".l associations of State enterprises oneratin" within the
same sector or subsector with a view to promotin~ joint initiatives as
indicated above.
Medium- and small-scale industries

110. In the area of mediuIn- and sMall-scale industries in both urb'tn and rural
areas, indi~enous private enter~rises ani/or co-operatives have the potential for
makin~ the~eatest contribution to the developMent of indust~J. Therefore, it is
recommended that the followin~ measures should be taken with g view to ryromotin~
such industries:
(~)

The creation of a small-sce.le enternrise promotion centre for this

purpose;

(2) . Comnilation of a list of indi~enous sMall-scale businesses and.~rospecti7e
small industrial entrepreneurs who fYenuinely need and seek the assistance and support
of the.~vernment;

C,,)

Establisl:ul'ent of nhysical sup')ort systems.

The cost of industrial

premises is one of the factors which inhibit potential small producers from

en~a,q;

ing in industrial production. To improve this situation, it is recommended that
member States which hav~ not done so s~ould embark on nlanned construction of
industrial premises takin/7 into account the supnly of water, electricity •.nd other
utilities. Assurance of availabilit~ o~ raw ~aterials, esnecially those in short
supply in the countrYt of ~achine~r, egui~~ent and spare narts and maintenance
services should be p'l.rt of the nackafYe of this assistance. Similarly, there shoull
be prototype centres for sm,ll-scale industrial units to elf,:,eriment with and innovate
new products and "remises as well as CO""1'lon testin~ facilities and quality control
methods. These facilities could be rented to individuals and/or co-operatives;
(~)

Consultancy services. The l~c~ of adequate f~cilities ~nd costs of
and preparing industrial Drojects restrict the vol~e of industrial
investment. ~herefore, to assist indigenous industrialists, each member State should
create a national consultin~ en~ineerin~ cornoration whose task.s will include
project desi~ and detailed en~ineering; choice of prODuction technolo~; selection
and ~rocUrement of machine~y anJ equiryment; ~onitorin~ of project construction;
nana!,e'llent consultin,,; 9-nd le"al a0.vice. Other activities of the corporation woul'
be the development of a nort~olio of ~rojects which would contain nroject profiles
with broad technical and financial Dara:"eters of nrojects includin" ap'lroximate
caj)ita:). cost, return on investment, raw '"aterial ~ourcino:, size of ma~ket ,the
formulatin~

"".,

h',~/."C'::':."-""'i..'-"/~".)"".,!L
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preparation o~ feasibility studies and ,ruide-lines on operation techni~les.
Appropriate fees would be charged to clients, starting with a nominal fee and
the rest of t~e cost paid when the producer has successfully started operation,
(e) Financial support I Lack of finance could be a I':!'eat hn.l1J.icap for small-scM'
industrialists. To help to deal with this situation, a special corporation should
be set up to help to se~rch ~or and mobilize financial resources for raw materials
and equipment. subsidizec1 interest rates on loans, transport subsidies and price
supports are some of the assistance which such a corporation can give,
(f) "Iarketin~ support. A snecial institution should also be set UP to act as
the marketing a~ency for the products of small-scale entrepreneurs. Advice on
marketin~ and provision of industrial operational manu~ls in both official and
local languages should also be undertaken by this institution;
(~) Other support measures.
Policy measures such as reservation of a number
of items which can be manufacttrred only by the small-scale sector, incentives to
large-scale industries to develop ancillary small-scale units as supPliers of
requirements for products and components for them, and a certain amount of protection by the ~overnment from unfair competition are other measures t,at can be taken
to help medium- and small-scale industrial entrepreneurs. Still other measures
are support for standardization and quality control and trainin~ and manpower
development, the development of ap~ropriate technolo~ical inputs, and the promotion
of technical co-operation among developin~ countries (TCDC) activities in the
fields of entrepreneurial and managerial development and consultancy.

(3)

Support for foreign investors and entreprene\rrs

The high capacity of forei~n investors and entrepreneurs is well known.
these investors have a nreference for specific types of'projects, their
perception of risk and uncertainty in A'-rica is hirh; the'! have preference for
short-term investments; and they are sometimes engal'ed in restrictive practices.
To accommodate the'll, options include: (il careful study of' their "references to

Ill.

~breover,

determine possible areas where they can ~ontribute effectively to the industrializa-

tion process without stiflinr, indigenous enterprises, preparation of' ~ide-lines
for joint ventures in the context of indi".enization pro~arnmes, and rletermination
of incentives to correspond'to benefits.
112. Other measures to cope with
the following:

forei~n

investors and entrepreneurs will include

(~) Improvement of industrialization lecislation directives to ~oDe with the
new trends in the pattern and objectives of industrial investment, and promotion
of information svstems which,woulrl encoura~einvestors to confirm "ith national
industrial development objectives while ~iving them the necessary ~uarantees,

(b) The n.esiml of a. packal7e of' incentives such as tax relief ai"led at
",ttractin~ foreinn investment s~ that the basic developmental objectives of the
country are not sacrificed,
(~) Easv access to inf'o~m"tion'on investment opportunities, econo"lic cli"",t",
resources endowment and other data which a potential foreirn investor needs to
develop his interest. Appropri~te project 90rtfolios would also be of help in this
rep-ard,

(d) Creation of an investment centre which couli! provide all the informatior anrl
f'lcilities to potential investors. Such an oro-anization would, of necessity. haVE'
offices in various countries 8,hroe A., .. ven on a ,joint hasis "ith other African courtries,
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(4)

Support measures for joint ventures

Joint ventures between the C~vern~ent and foreign partners and between
private investors and foreipn partners are likely to prove useful in
implernentin~ the programme for the Industrial Development Decade.
Therefore the
fbllowinp; measures are recommended for the pro-notion of such ventures:

113.

indi~enous

(a) Assistance to local partners in the choice of suitable joint venture
partners and to ensure mutually advanta'!eous joint ventures arran/l;ements which
should be also in harmony with the strate~ of the country; and
(b) Support services to local entrepreneurs - pUblic or private in the process
of neeatiation. The Investment Centre recommended for forei"n investors could take
on this function. However, a separate body or a division within the Centre would
have to be created with expertise and experience in the process of negotiations for
joint ventures.
(5)

Choice of technolofY

114. When foreign investment dominates industry as has been the casein the African
region, the choice of technolo~ and its costs in terms of technical fees have
al~ys been determined by the foreipn management according to their whims and
caprices. To change this situation, it is important to formulate a national technological :plan and nrogrammes as an inte"ral ;>art of develonment plans. In addition,
it is proposed that, dependin,7, on t':le e:nJected ."'I"owth of indip'enous enterprises,
.
member States which have not done so should (i) create, initially, one national
teChnolo~ical cor"oration which will, on. behalf of its clients (mainly indigenous
private,co-operattve and state enternrises) search, evaluate, and ne"-Otiatefor
the purchase of technolo~, licences and eguinments; and (ii) establish, depending
on the potential domestic demand, one or two develo:pment corporations to,commercialize indigenous technolo~ies an~ new products as well as prototypes for carefuliy
selected. prod.uct catel'ories. The corporation .rill also sell technica:l Jr..now-how to
local industry, desi,7,TI and undertake installations and test-runs.

(6) Role of povernmentexpenditure
115. Government expenditures constitute si"mificant portions of all expenditures
in any economy. This purchasin~ power can be and has historically been used to
stimulate the ~rowth of specific branches o~ industry.~herefore•. where it is not
yet-the practice, it is recommended that membElr. States should use the method of
allocatin~ certain shares of purchases for small-and medium-scale enterprises and
enact nrocurement laws that will favour small- and medium-scale industries. Such
measureS may need to be supplemented by r~tionalization nrOP'ra~B ~imed at up~ading
equipment, financial support, standardization, quality control, and efficient
organization of marketin~, nossibly throu~h a small-scale incustrial development
and market in" corDOration.
Recommendation 30:

Collective self-reliance

n6. The iJ!l"fllementat'ion of the industrial programme section of the LaftQs Plan of
Action will definitely require the ~olin~ not only of raw materials but also of
markets, human resources and institutions. In this connexion, it is pro~sed that
each member State should establish, within the appropriate, p'overnment structures,
facilities for the promotion of intra-African investment in joint ventures especially
those for raw materials and intermediate poods production and equity participation
by other African countries in national projects with payments in products and/or
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barter trade; the joint use of trainin~ institutions; and the establishment of
tradin~ enterprises to promote the sale
products of Joint ventures. To achieve
these objectives, measures will have to be taken to reform domestic trade and
distribution including the control of internal distribution by indigenous businesses
with all that implies in terms of credit, management and marketing, training, etc.

of

9.

Building and

constr~ction

117. Tbere are many reasons why snecial and immediate attention must be paid to
the buildino; and construction sector, includin,o: the ancillary sUb,ject of building
materials production and distribution. From the information available, this sector
is one of the fastest ~owing sectors of any African country, thanks to various
government projects, risin~ population and urbanization and expanding to development
and ~owth activities in general. It is the fastest employment generating sector
even though such employment is not stable because of the demand and supply situation
in the sector. It is the sector where there are enterpreneurial capabilities.
Because of its large need for intermediate inputs (owing to the extensive activities
covered: dams and hydro-electric schemes, tunnels, airports, stadiums, railroads,
underground railways, harbours, highways and bridges, land reclamation, works,
industrial buildings, residential buildings incJuding prefabricated ones), it is
the sector that now depends heavily on external sources for such inputs and accordingly it is the sector where there are opportunities for inter-State co-operation
in the production of buildinp, materials, equipment and machinery.
118. While research was shown that (i) few kinds of construction ,work require
special equipment and specialized construction workers, (ii) only a'small number
of building jobs have to be done exclusively by, qualified workers; and use unskilled
and semi-skilled workers, 13/ it has also been found that "just over a 'l.uarter of'
gross output ~es in wages-alld salaries, the rest is depreciation, interest, rent
and nrofit". 14/ Tbus when it is known that the big contracts on which the information-availab1e-is mostly based are dominated by forei~n companies with foreign
capital and high level skills, it is clear thao this factor and the high independence
on external sources ,for materials made the building and construction sector a big
source of leaka~e of foreign exchan~e. And this is a sector that does not export
anything. In effect "a relatively high import content noticeably reduces the impact
on the gross domestic product, as well as (produces) a negative net balance-of-payments
effect because of minimal or non-existent exports". 15/ "All in all, construction
appears to be a sector which, thanks to its links with the building materials industry
and with other branches of manljfacturinr;, (and natural resources), can generate
demand on a broad front. Its potential over~all economic effect, however, is curtailed
by the constant pressure on the import front". 16/

13/ Jurgen Riedel and Siegfried Schultz, Construction and building materials
industry in developing countries, economics (A bilingual collection of recent German
contributions to the field of economic science), vol. 21, p. 52.
14/

Ibid., p. 42.

11.1

Ibid., pp. 44 and 45.

16/

Ibid., p. 53.
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Recommendation 31:
119.

.

Indir:eniz'l.tion
of the building and construction sector
.
.

It is recommended that Governments shoulli' take the follQ101ino; measures:

(a) An analysis of building and construction activities in terms of.: (i) OWLership of businesses;' (ii) sources' of financing; (iii). physical outuuts and' composition
as well as patterns of demand~ (iv) employment trends and their cOffiuosition in terms
of unskilled; semi-skilled, skilled and specialized labour; (v) types of material,
being used and sources; and (vi) types of technolof'Y in terms of factor proportior
and source;

(b) Inv~ntory o fdepos it '1, of mineral raw mate:dals for the building materia:cs
industry and i,nvesti"gation of ,possibilities for their PlO"osp"ctin~ and exploitatior ;
(c) Establishment of buildinr: materials manufacturing industrie's at the
national,level if possible and on a multinational basis in order to reap the
advantages of economies of scale;
(d) Formulation of policies to assist indigenous entrepreneurs through:
(i) finance; (ii) training; and (iii) support services in terms of information
on materials sourcing and technical advice;
(e) Establishment of institutions for research on the suitability of local
buildinr: materials and dissemination of the results of such research;
(f) Encouragement of more 'subcontracting by bip; firms so as to help smalland medium-scale operators gain experience and build un their cap,,-bilities;

e,,) ,Training, of nr6fessional peonle (civil enpineers, atchitects, quantity
survey~rs, etc.) to work irtdomestic consulting businesses;
Cutting back forei~ firms' foreip:n exchange and uersonnel quotas to
uersuade them to use more local materials, contractors aiHl professionals';
(h)

(i)
f'irms

to

Establishment of African multinational building and civil engineering
unrlertake t-be 'bit" 9rc',jects ·:tn the "United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade in .Africa and other ,"rowing actiVities in petroleum ano. chemical pipe-layin",
airport buildin;" 'factory and other buildings construction, etc.; and
(,j) SysteJ'l!ltization of the statistics on buildin~ and construction, includi",,:
the enormous activities ~oing on in the informal sector.
10.

Human settlements

Uncontrolled econOMic activities and rapid population ~rowth have resulted
in what for lack of better words has been described. as the ne"ative effects of
development and economic prowth: depleted natural resources and the desertion of
such areas by the inhabitants; rural-urban mi,,:ration and the consequent imbalance
between the urban and rural areas of the country; patholov,ical urbanization with
the associated problell's of rapid build-up
of shanty towns, urban conc:estion,
inadeq.uacy of water, electricity, health ani education services.

120.

121. As a result of all
Development and economic
is in order to eliminate
ment and economic f'Xowth

these, the quality of life h,,-s becoroe m~terially affected.
"rowth activities are becomin~ more and more costly. It
totally these past and uresent a'lverse effects of developas ',<ell as to prevent their occurrence in the future that
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human settlements policy and proprammes are necessary. Such policy and pro~rammes
require that constant attention be paid to (i) the distribution of the population
in relation to production, distribution and facilities for human survival. natural
resources, transport and communications, water, other utilities, and recreation
facilities; an'l (ii) a balanced and appropriate spatial distribution of administrative,
economic, social, cultural and physical infrastructural facilities as means for
sustaining development and economic growth activities. In other words a sound tm.m
plannin~ nolicy that integrates socio-economic and spatial aspects of planning in
a mutually supportive way constitutes the heart of human settlements policy and
pro,;;rammes.
Recommendation 32:

Integration of human settlements policy and programmes
in the process of development and economic growth

In order to initiate action and sustain activities in this important area,
it is recommended that member States should take the followin~ measures, where
they are not already being taken:
122.

(a) ~8tab1ishment of the 1el'"a1 basis for hw~an settlements planninl'" through
the creation of an institution ~hich should be able to deal with the main components
of physical planning: national urban po1icv; policy on the'natternof land use;
and policy on the urban land situation;
(~) Survey and analysis of the existin~ situation with respect to human
settlements with a view to estab1ishinr the. data 1:Jase for action. Such survey
and analysis should have physical, geoPTaphic, demof'raphic, economic, social and
cultural components;

(£) Preparation of a national physical plan comprlSln~ a national atlas showing the desirable pattern of surface utilization, national ~rids of water and powe~,
natural resources~_ net"!orks of h.ighwa.ys and communications channel; ,such a

nation'll

physical plan should also show the national settlement structure which would result
in the foreseeable future if the different plans desi~ned to achieve an identifiec
imat'e of that future are implemented;
(d) Development of a comprehensive building and construction policy aimed at
strengthenin<; the capabilities" and capacities of indi"enous entre]1reneurs as alresiy
discussed under the section on buildin~ and construction above:expandin~ demand
for housinR needs particularly of the lower income groups through appropriate lana
policy, sites and services and financial help;
(e) Inte~ration of human settlements policy and pro,~amme into the framework
of socio-economic planning by stressin~ th~ need to brinr about the integration of
urban and rural settlements into a l'Jutuall" support in", ,network of production, and
exchan~e;

and

(f) A coni<inuous .evaluation of physical spatial and .environmental aspects of
nation;l plans and an economic Rppraisal of physical development proposals so as
to avoir. anr. remove spatial disparities in. t1:Je distribution of the benefits. of
national ~rowth, income inequalities amon~ different re~ions and social strata, anI
~enerallv unsatisfactory environmental conditions both in rural and urban are~s.
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11.

Environment and development

123. As recognized in the Lagos Plan of Action, continued ner;lect of the damage
that uncontrolled development and economic ~rowth activities can do to the environment
is
bound to endanger future ~owth ~nd development possibilities. Hence the
need for continuous monitoring of the impact of human activities and natural
phenomena on the ecosystem. Moreover since development and ~owth activities have
spatial, sectoral, and human dimensions, the problems of environment and deyelopment
.have to be handled at these levels. Further, the impact of such activities has to
be anticipated and planned for instead of being allowed to take the authorities and
the population unawares.
.
Recommendation 33:

Management of environmental pOlicies

124. In view of the forepoinp; and as a means of manaf,ing environmental problems
effectivelv, it is recommended that member States:
(a) Establish or stren~hen its national environmental secretariat or other
environmental machinery at the hi~hest possible level to co-ordinate the various
strate,'(ies and programmes that are being ileveloped by the various ministries for
solvinr; sectoral environment~l problems as alre~dy described in the Lagos Plan of
Action, at the national, subregional ann re~ional levels;
(~) Collect data on existing environment~l problems in the areas of·natural
resources exploitation, water and air pollution and conservation management
practices and analyse and disseminate them through environmental education and
community training to create awareness about environmental protection for the
improvement of the quality of life of the people;

(c) Strengthen legislative and law-enforcement departments and procedures to
review-existing· environmental laws, develop new laws as the need arises and make
their enforcement effective especially for the control of exploitation of natural
resources for sustained economic development;
(d) Establish a national standards board to set up national environmental
health-criteria and the tolerable levels of chemical pollutants (including solid
waste) from industry and agriculture in the air, soil, water and in the marine
environment·in co-operation with ARSO, WHO, etc.;
(e) Strengthen the national standards/analytical laboratories and identify
countrY-wide research institutions and university laboratories to monitor pollutants
in the air, soil and water to protect the human environment;
(f) Create and/or enhance public awareness for the protection of the environment throull;h the use of environmental education programmes in the national news
media so that pUblic participation can help the Government to keep in constant review
the state of the environment in the country;
(~) Develop the necessary environmental manpower at both the middle-level
technician stage and the research scientist level through under~aduate training,
particularly at institutions within Africa; strengthen national institutions to
hold environmental in-service training for government officials at regular intervals
and organize international workshops for environmental research workers; and
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(h)

Review the terms of reference of various national

licensin~

boards,

agencie~ corpor~tions responsible for promoting economic development for a proper

control of their activities relating to la~!Ce--:-~r_"o
~')1 ,",1'"301_ projects, mining
exploration and exploitation, fisheries, forest exploitation, agro-based, metallurgiCal, chemical and mining industries so that the potential environmental impact
of their activities can b~ taken into account at the project formulation stage before it is too late and generally more exp,':lsiv., to resort to remedial action.
0 ,,_.;

12,

!'ransport and communicf:.tions

125. Transport and communications have an impo!'tc:lt yoL, to Tllay in the restructuring of the economic base of Africa - the main obje.,tive of the Lagos Plan of Action.
This important role derives from the characteristics of the sector as (i) a provider
of critical service inputs (by carrying goods and materials) into all the social
and economic sectors, (ii) a leading user of the products of the engineering subsector, and (iii) a means of carryinp, people and· messages from one place to the
other and of linking one place to the other., In t>i~ cC:::1'l;c'.on, at the national
level, the present fragmented characteristics of the market have to be connected
through the construction of farm-to-market and rural--urba:1 roads, Similarly, if
collective self-reliance is to be a reality, then the nhysical inte~ation of the
continent through the development of all the medes of transport and communications
is imperative. It is in the framework of these ch~racteristics that the United
Nations Transport and CollItnunications Decade for Af7·ica (llilTACDA) derives its
importance. Therefore, every member State should give the implementation of the
program~e for the Decade priority.
RecollItnendation 34:. Implementation of the ProGrE'7.!~~f' th~ U~1i.t(';d Nations
Transport and Communications DecRde i~ A,rica (m,TACDA)
126.

It is recommended that every member State take.the following measures:

(a) Review of the existine>: situation w5th "-.,,.,.,." .~.o 8.1 1. ,...,,1.0"' of transport
and communications and in relation to the dis cribt:tion of natm-3-1 resources,
population distribution and industrial location;
(b)

Survey and analysis of transport and

out-put-and inputs as ~(1ell as

by t~rpe

com~unications

of o,m(;~:zl1::'P ,Ii'"' ',:.:

,:.','!.-:

activities by mode,

'd~:'-: i ..1 this sector.

An assessment of p03sible bottle-necks, sources of vehicles, macninery and equipment, inclUding analysis by capacity should be carri~Q O'lt. S~ch an assessment
should e.l·so cover capacities' a!ld' i:apabilities -t'o 1-4.::~~ntai~1 e:{::'sti~,g vehicles and.

other means of carriage. The review of the pre5ent situs/oion c.nd the surveys
and analysis of transport and cODimunications activities "ill r:"ve the way for
meaningful transport and communications planning;
(c) In planning the new pattern of transport and conmunicatioils, Governments
should-pay attention to:
(i)

(ii)

The need to make full use of inland water transport, which is One of
the cheapest modes of transport by determininR and improving the
navigability of rivers, intrOducing more efficient vessels adapted
to the conditions of navil'ability, establishmer.t of schools for training of personnel, improvement of manag~mcnt aLC operation of inland
water transport;
Take full account of the possibility of usin·o; labcur"-intensive
technolo~ies in the construction and maintenance of transport infrastructures ;

.(_

..

-~,
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(iii)

~.'"\

Pay due regard to the do;oinant role of tran8port materials, equipment
and construction services in national development plans and the need to
develop as rapidly as possible indigenous materials; equipment and services.
In this connexion~ Governments should take vigorous steps to examine the

impact of inadequate maintenance on the capital value of fixed asse·ts_
and adopt a~ well as encourage measures for the·videspread adoption of
more intensive practices of preventive as well as curative maintenance;
(v)

(v)

(vi)

In railways, action should be taken with a view to making the present
railways fully efficient, inclUding rehabilitation of existinr: tracks,
modernization of rollin~ stocks, and improvement of mana~ement and
operation throu~h trainin~ of personnel;
In maritime transport, training in maritime academies and national
nautical colle~es established for that purpose should be encourar:ed
including the promotion and establishment of multinational shipping
lines and action should be taken -to increase the African share in maritime
freight;
Efficiency of port operations could be achieved throu~h training l
introduction of new management techniques, better utilization of. the
existin~ equipment and facilities, and mOdernization o~ equipment where
required;

(d) In order to improve the chances of effective economic co-operation, .
gover~ents will have to participate in the development of multinational intermodal transport networks, so as to facilitate the develooment of intra-African
trade in industrial .raw materials and other ",oods and serv;.ces since without this
?romotion of comrlementarities amon~ raw mat~~ials and ~ctivities between·'member
States, both the volume and the range of diversification of production willcontinu8
to be limited. In this connexion, it is recommended that Governments take the
following measures:
(1-)

In the exploitation of natural resources, high priority should· be given
to UNTACDA projects in view of the need for complementarity among raw
materials and activities of member States as indicated above;

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

With respect to air transport, extension and modernization of airports,
co-operation should be promoted amonrr national airlines in order to
increase their efficiency and reduce costs as a first step towards .the
creation of multinational airlines, and agreements should be reached on
air tariffS, on traffic rights and on schedules to ensure suitable
connexicns between African countries;
With re~ard to road transport, the main Objective would be to establish
all the trans-African hi~hway authorities and at a later staRe, an Africar~i~hway Association to orovide a forum for the exchan~e of ideas and
information on roads and lay the foundation for harmonizinr: and standardizing of design and regulations. Interconnexions of national networks with
the neh'Orksof neighbourin" countries should be promoted to facilitate
transport, trade and communication within and between countries; and
A re~ional research institute should be established so as to promote
research in the rield of mul~t~i:m:,o:d:a:l~t~r~a:n:s:p~_o:r~t~.

__
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13.

Markets and marketing

127. As already indicated, restrllcturing the economic base of ~frican countries
requires that the national and re~ional markets be restructured and developed.
Recommendation 35.
128.

Restructurin~

national and regional markets

As a basis for this restructuring and development, it is recommended that:

(a) The structure of the national ~~rket be analysed in terms of its characteristIcs, in particular ownership of marketinr-: enterprises (national, both Government
and private, and expatriate), degree of competitiveness (monopolistic. oligopolistic,
duopolistic and perfect competitive), sources of financing and the composition and
characteristics of entrepreneurs in this sector;
(b) The role of trade marks, brand names and promotional techniques in
changing. market dynamics should be surveyed and analysed;
(c) A study should be undertaken of fragmentation of markets as a result of
product differentiation and unnecessarily large numbers of technical design
standards, and of market penetration, product substitution and rapid product succession;
(d) An analysis should be made of the special problems (managerial, financial
etc,) confronting national small- and medium-scale distributors;
(e) A survey and analysis of intra-African trade should also be undertaken
by each member State with a view to identifying opportunities for and obstacles
in the way of expanding such trade;

(f) A review of the activities of State tradine corporations should be undertaken with a view to identifying their strengths and weaknesses, particularly in
relation to services to small producers as outlets for their products and in relation

to intra-African trade,

.

1~9. The information obtained through these surveys and analyses will prOVide
the background for action in the following areas:

(a) Policies for assisting indigenous entrepreneurs in this important
sector so that they can upgrade their capacities and capabilities;
(b) Establishment of institutions for providing support services to traders
in the field of market research and analvsis'
.

.

(c) In:ra-African co-~peration in trade and exchange-rate Dolicies, arrangements for JOInt export and Import of goods and services, particularly through State
trading corporations, and arrangements for joint project design and implementation;
(d)

Improvement of existing or establishment of new clearing house arrange-

ments; and

(e)

Design, establishment and management of an Africa;' Honetary Fund.

130. One other important issue which African countries must consider is the
possib~lity of bartering their primary commodities, particularly petroleum, other

fuel.mlnerals and non-fuel minerals for capital and other goods with which to
accelerate the exploitation of their natural resources and their industrialization.
The experience already gained by the countries of the Ifiddle East in this area could
prove very useful.
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14.

Government machinery and other development support institutions

131. Whether as the setter of development objectives, the distributor of resources
or the regulator of the activities of all the agents of development and economic
growth in the economy, modern governments have become dominat ing forces in t,he sconoll\.'{,
and hence there is a need to evaluate the efficiency with which their activities are
carried out.
Recommendation 36.

Review and analysis of government machinery

132. In this connexion, the activities of the followinr, p:overnment departments and
other development support institutions should be critically examined: the Central
Planning Office vis-a-vis its role as the co-ordinator of development efforts; Ministry
of A~iculture and its exten'sion services; Ministry of Industry, its extension
services, and location policy; Ministry of Trade and Connnerce, particularly in
relation to the issuing of licences and trade promotion; Inland Revenue Services;
Ministry of Mines and Power; Ministry of Transport and Communications; the statistical
services, and research institutes. The monetary, fiscal and tariff policies of the
Go'll:ernment should be examined, as should the activities of local governments and '
its institutions, all with a view to making such institutions efficient in the discharge of their responsibilities.
15.

The external sector

133. Mention has' already been made of the fact that the Lagos Plan of Action is
meant to restructure the economic base of Africa. To establish realistic programmEl3
for such restructuring, strong attention has to be paid to the external sector.
Reconnnendation 37.
134.
out:

Special analyses of the components of external transactions

In this connexion, special'analyses of the followin" items should be carried

(a) Exports and their destination; imnorts and their provenance; types of
exPOrts and imports in commodity terms so that the inputs into the production of
such commodities can be studied in relation to raw materials available domestically;
(b) 'The services sector: banking, insurance, consultancy; 1?ayments for education and education services; travel; expena,iture on forei'?!l representation and
participation in international meetin"s and conferences;
(£)

Imports of parts, components, etc.;

(d) The debt situation, including volume and nature of grants, loans, and
direct-foreign investments; terms of aid, loans and grants in terms of the extent
to which they are tied, period of repayment, interest rates, etc.;
(e) Technical assistance, including relevance to develoPment needs, contributions,-particularly to local costs by recipient governments;

(t.) Technology imports (methods of importation, tYJ;Jes in terms of relevance
to domestic development needs, terms of purchase, etc.); and
(~) Studies on the use of aid and technical assistance in the past should also
be carried out.
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135. The information obtained from these analyses and studies will not only highlight the present problems but also indicate the extent of internationalization
measures to be taken when, planning,
IV.

COLLECTIVE SELF-RELIANCE

136. Eecause of the large number of small countries in Africa, which cannot on
'their own undertake viable socio-economic development activities and of the uneven
distribution of natural resources, economic co-operation is imperative. ~ndeed,
while the bulk of the proposals in the La~os Plan of Action will have to be
implemented at the national level, the successful and effective implementation of'
such proposals for national action may even depend on the manner in which economic
and technical co-operation activities are organized and implemented.
Recommendation 38:

Subregional seminars or conferences

137. Therefore, in view Of the crucial role of co-operation for the implementation
of the Lap;os Plan of Action, it is recommended that seminars or conferences on the
Strate~ and the, Plan should be or~anized within the framework of subrep;ional and
other ~ultinational economic ~oupin~s 17/ with a view to makin~ member States 'understand the reasons and arguments behind the strategy and the Plan and the linkages
betweeti'the required activities at the nationalcllld tho8c Ftt tho subr"gi0i1tU levels.
Sominn.r~:- or ~oi:lfGre.nc8:::.

Recommendation 39:

C::Ul

even be orgM.ized :::t.t t~!TOs, three- or more cotLitry lcv(:l~.

StrenP,thenin~ existin~

co-operation

arran~ements

and

institutions
138. Action at the national level as well as the seminars or conferencesat the
subregional or other multinational levels will have revealed the imperative need
for co-operation with other countries. It is strongly recommended, therefore,
that member ,States should stren;;then existing co-operation arrangements, 18/ such
as the various economic communities, and existing institutions, such as re;earch'-'
institutes, training institutions and joint enterprises in the fields of transport,
and communications, energy, food and agriculture, etc.
139. As a basis for strenptheninp existing co-operation arranp;ements and institutions, each ",ember State should establish a national study group to review:
(i) national machinery for economic co-operation, as well as multinational organs
for economic co-operation with ,~vernments'participation,with special reference
to: (a) terms of reference and constitution of such multinational organs in the
conteXt of the La"Os Plan ob.jectives; (b) balance of, multinational co-operation
organs in Which the ~vernment participates between those performing administrative
and secretarial services and those concerned with natural resources, development
of factor inputs, nroduction and marketing, or R&D, etc" Ill\d (£} effectiveness of
national and multinational orpans in cost-benefit terms; and (ii) role of national
State tradin,. organizations with a view to: (a) ,improvin" effectiveness; (bl encouraging intra-African trade in the lip;ht of the Lagos Plan;EUld (:£) expandinp; functions
to include technical assistance to indi,"enous mediuro- and smaJ.l~scale trading enterprises. Governments could orp;anize study tours to selected multinational co-operation
organs in selected subrep,ions or proups of countries with a view to observing them
at work and discussing wit~'their staff the problems of co-operation.
171

Such as

ECO~IAS,

Council of the Entente, UDFAC, etc.

18/ Stren~henin~ existino; co-operation arranRements T1JB.y involve the extension
of membership of existing institutions as is happeninp; in Central Africa under the
aegis of Um:AC.
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140. The support that will be forthcomin~ can take a concrete form in the increased
use of the services provided by such co-operation arran~ements and institutions 1n
the context of the need to internalize the supply of factor inputs, as follows:
(a) Natural resources.
Joint re~lests for assistance in eX~loration, evaluation and development can be submitted to aid donors. In ~rticular, the evaluation
of. the potentials of cornmon river and lake basins can be jointly requested because
of the present acute problems of food, agriculture and enerqy. On the other hand,
with respect to existin~ institutions, m~mber States' should "make greater use of the
services of the cartographic and aerial survey services centres, the mineral development centres and. the Remote Sensing Centre. Similarly, meMber States that have
institutions whose facilities are not fully utilized should open the services of
such institutions to nationals of other member States ann should undertake to provide
such services free of charee;
(~) Manpower.
In view of the advanta~es that can accrue from the trainin~
of Africans in Africa, member States should intensify their use of sUbre~ional
and re~ional trainin~ institutions. The use of the services of such institutions
could be supported by resources provided by bilateral and multilateral aid donors;

(c)

Finance.

~ember

States should intensify their use of existing clearing

house arran~ements,as such arranaements assist in econo~izinp scarce foreir,n exchan~e.

Similarly, it will be to the ~eat advantaue of all concerned if the practice of
SOme countries of investinp: in the economies of others, i.e. intra-African investment systems, could be expanded and intensified;

(i) .On-the~jobtraini~g and study tours. Since the experience of one African
country is likely to' be relevant to the source of the problems of others in similar
circumstances, African countries should provide opportunities for on-the-job training
and study tours to the nationals of others. Such activities can also be supported
by resources provided by bilateral and multilateral aid donors.
Recommendation 40: . Creation of new arranpements and institutions
141.

In view of the felt need for new institutions to:

(i) undertake systematic

exploration of natural resources; (ii) establish and ~ana~e heavy industries;

(iii) promote the development· of indi~enous capability in the field or science
and technolo~ and of high-level manp6werfo~ research and development,manar,ement,
administration, teachino;, etc.; c~d (iv) rationalize the use of scarce resources;
it is recommended that African countries should establish:
.
(~)
Multinational African enterprises for the exnloration and development of
natural resources, e.~. the African Eneruy Commission 19/ and other institutions;

(~) '~tinational African enterprises for the manufacture of ~achinery and
equinment for e.PTiculture, industry, ene1"I';'J, transport and communice.tions, etc.,
based on the raw materials obtained from tbe re~ion's natural resources;

(~) Hi~her institutions of research an~ traininv where hivh-level manpower
can be trained and consulte.ncy services undertaken for the benefit of member States;
and

19/ As a result of the f'u,nds ma-le ave.ilable by "UJlIDP, work is. under way on the
creation of these institutions, under the e.usnices of t:le Orve.nization of African
Unity.

.

.

'
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(a) Higher institutes for management training and finance ~or the traininr: o~
high-level manape~ent, financial ann monetary specialists; and
(!.) An all-Africa airline and

all-Afric~

shipninp; line.

142. One problem with these institutions, is the way in which they are to be financed •
• ~ile this is a real problem, it should not be,too difficult to arrange if the
institutions are widely disnersea ana the national currencies of me~ber States used,
sup])lemented by some foreign exchano:e,' from member States and supported bv financial
and technical assistance from bilatera~ ana multinational donors.
V.

FINANCING THE

PI~N

143. Financing the Lagos Plan of Action was one of the major issues to which the
I'inister responsible for economic development and plannino; referred in their draft
Plan of Action. 20/' The Ministers felt that, as repards the mobilization of financial
and'real resources, the cost o~ the total pro~raMme could be significantly reduced.
This would aepend on the choices of technolo,"Y made and the care with which they
are made, since most of the technolor:ies in everyday use allover the world are not
subject to'property rights; aue attention must, however, also b~ paid to trademarks policy and nractice. But more importantly, the Ministers felt that considerable domestic financial savings could be mobilized for reinvestment in plan projects
by both conventional an~ new measures and that, as repards foreign exchanr,e, there
was room for savinp;s in out payments for such services as bankinp;, insurance, Shipping,

civil aviation, marketinr: and distribution. '~reover, they felt that accouno should
also be taken of the transfer pricinr: operations of private enterprises. In all
these cases, close and continual scrutiny of the invisibles in the national accounts
,is called for.
144. As is well known, money is the sinews of war and the Strate~ and the Plan
of Action reflect faithfully the socia-economic war situation in which African
countries have found themselves.

~ney

is- crucial, therefore, to the implementa-

tion of the Plan and all necessary measures must be taken to mobilize the financial
resources required.

Recommendation 4r.

Mobilization of domestic financial resources

145. In this connexion, the followin~ steps should be taken to mobilize domestic
financial resources for effective use:
(~) Critical review of company-tax policies (profit tax rates, depreciation
allowances, subsidies and other financial incentives). It is now clear that tax
holidays and generous depreciation allowances may not be ~e~essary. Similarly,
subsidies may sometimes lead to misuse, rather than efficient use of scarce re-

sources;
(b) Analysis of prlCln~ policies of enterprises, both nublic and private,
domestIc and forei~, with a view to identifyin~ elements which may be responsible
for loss of revenue;

20/

E/CN.14/731/Add.l, parar-raphs 32 and 33.
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(c) Review and appraisal of .the activities of monetarv, financial and investment iii"stitutions (banks, building societies, insurance companies, co-oper.itives,
unit trust s, pellsion and provident fundb, yost-office savina;s banks, and ind~strial
and other development corporations) with a view to identi~ying their loan pOlicies
with regard to real investment in procluction and distribution activities I. and
promotion of the establisbwent of new savin~s institutions, particularly in the
rural areas;
(d)
foreip!l;

Analysis of the investment policies of all enterprises, both d0fuestic ano

(~)

Review or other tax pOlicies (direct and indirect) and management, inclucing the work of the inland revenue service and the customs department;

(tl Flow-of-funds analysis with a view to
and users of funds.
Fecommendation 42:

identifyin~

Enlargement and preservation of foreign

sources of
exchan~e

~eneration

resources

146. In view of the low level of expertise and technological develory~ent in Africp,
foreign exchange is crucial for imports of skilled personnel and technology needed
to make good these deficiencies, particularly in the short term before national
efforts to internalize supply begin to bear fruit. It is, therefore, recommended
that the followin~ steps should be taken by member States to enlar~e .and preserve
foreign exchange resources:
(a) Initiation and/or enlargement of trade with the OAPEC countries; While
these countries are rich in oil, they couln constitute an important market for
the sale of food and a~ricultural products, including forest products;
(b)
countrIes;

Ner.otiation for more direct investment by OAPEC countries in African
,

(£)

Negotiations for more prants and soft loans

(d)

Neqotiation for more grants and soft loans from the OECD countries.

fro~

OAPEC countries;

Rowever, in view of the authorities statement by the Chairman or the Development

Assistance Committee, chances of success in this area are very slim indeed;
(~) A n1ea either for cancellation of intolerable debt burdens or a
on debt payments;

moratoriQ~

(r) .Use of barter, particularly for raw materials. This technique has been
extensively used by OAPFC countries and others, and the subject calls for serious
and urgent study;
(£)

Renegotiation of existin~ a~reements with forei,7n companies; and

(~) A serious analysis of the external transactions accounts with a view to
identifyinp thos~ elements of the invisibles account which may be e1i~inated or
reduced an~ those products for which domestic production may be started.
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Recommendation 43l

Other measures for breserving foreign exchange

147. It is a well known fact that the causes of thebalance-of-payments problems
of African countries are to be. found in the invisibles accounts, where heavy and
continuing payments are made for bankin~,shipping, insurance and consultancy
services, and in the manufactures section, where the payments are for parts and
components which could easily be produced in Africa. Unfortunately, the situation
has now been aggravated by increasing imports of foodstuffs.
148.

As a result of an analysis of the situation, member States may need to:

(a) Establish at the national and/or multinational levels banks, insurance
companies and Shipping companies, and institutions for other services, suchas marketing and management;
(b) Deliberately attach nationals to feasibility project teams financed
from mUltinational or bilateral agency sources as well as by national governments;
(c) Increase opnortunities for specialists to participate in courses on
feasibility studies preparation run by the World Bank, etc., tailored to meet the
requirements of priority sectors, and held either in washington or, for each Mt~POC,
in a suitable host country;
(d) Encourage the formation of national and multinational consultancy groups
and national and multinational consultancy associations;

(e) Promote at the third level of education multidisciplinary courses relating
to fea;ibility studies;
(f)

Review the present ADB course, including its impact on the demand for

project desi~n and planninp consultancy services, and follow this by courses

organized at the MULPOC level on an open-ended basis;

(£) Support services for the indi~enous business sector to enable it to
contribute effectively to the implementation of national development plans;
(h)

Substitute other cereals for wheat 1n urban areas;

(i)

Intensify the production of dairy and fish products;

(~) Establish industries for the production of eQuipment, instruments, parts
and components at the national and multinational levels. Such industries should
be managed by African multinational enterprises whose shares will be held by member
States;

(k) Undertake studies on the transfer
and indigenous business enterprises;

Dricin~

operations of transnational

(1) Reorient, if necessary, the lending policies and patterns of ADB, East
African Development Bank and other multination~ financial institutions in relation
to the Lagos Plan of Action and the expected foreien exchange crisis.
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VI.

TRA~SNATIONAL CORPOPA~IONS

149. The focus of the Monrovia Strate~ for the Economic Development of Africa
and of the La~os Plan of~ction for its im~lementation is self-reliant and selfsustaining development for Africe;r." countries. To achieve this ob,jective, African
countries are committed to the substitution of internal factors of production and
distribution for external ones o Yet, when one e~amines carefully African economies,
one is astonished at the extent to which the technolo~, finance and manpower
resources of transnational corporations dominate the mineral, plantation agriculture,
manufacturing, bankinll; insurance, transport and communications and even distribution sectors of such economies. This is the main reason why it has been thoup,ht
necessary to devote a section, however small, to the relationship between the
Lagps Plan of Action and the transnational corporations. Indeed, to achieve the
long-term objectives of self-rel~ance, self-sustainment and sovereignty over natural
resources a strate~ of medium- and long-term nature to deal with the role of the
transnationals is called for with a view to implementing: measures to maximize the
benefits and mini~ize the costs of the presence of the transnationals in African
economies and measures for the ~adual substitution of internal factors of production
for external ones.

150. It should not be for/?,otten that the oria:in of the transnational; is no :nore
confined to the induptrially developed countries of Western Europe, North America,
Japan and other Asian countries and Eastern Europe. The developing countries
already have their own transnationals whose cQr~orate behaviour is likely to be
just as ap;gressive and pragmatic as that of the enterprises from the "North" when
competition in international markets and ne~otiations with developin~ countries
are the issues. However, it has been claimed 21/ that in terms of better use of
domestic labour, canital, and raw materials andpositive contributions to external
transactions, the develo~ing-country transnationals are better than those from
the industrially advanced countries. Such claims have ~ot to be justified for
each country and that task is one of those to be undertaken by the ~ran~national
corporations unit reco~ended below.
"
Recommendation 44:

Understandin~

the activities of Transnational Corporations

151. "In this connexion, it is recommended that, where it has not been established,
member States should establish a transnational corporations unit to be based in
t.heCentral Planning Office ana staffed with an interdiscinlinary team of corporate
lawyers, economist s., e!1n:ineer~, financ ial expert s, etc • ., to:
(al" Orp,anize with the relevant sectoral ministries and private sector
institutions, studies on the activities of existinf, transnational corporations
with a view to understandinr; their role in the economy as investors, technolo3Y
transferor, revenue and employment venerator; supnlier of high level skills for
management, marketin~, scientific and technolo~ical services as well ~s their
impact on the external transactions o~ the country;
(bl Collect and snalyseon ~ re"~lar basis information on new trahsnationals
as well as current inform~tion on the activities of existin~ transnationals;
(c 1 Prepare periodic'renorts .on the activities of tr"ansnationals for consideration by the relevant authorities; and
(d 1 Study and analyse new concHtions for accept in!' transnationals into the
economy and advise the authorities accQrdin~ly.
-

W Peter 0 'Brie", The new multinationals - D8velo,;ing-countr;y firms in
internationcl markets, Futures, August 1980, nClges 303-316.
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Recommendation 45:

Substituting internal factors of production and distribution
for external ones

152. The planned development of human resources has been stressed thro~hout this
paper as the basic means ofachievin~ the ~oals and objectives of the La~os Plan
of Action and even as an end in itself. This aspect of the La~s Plan of Action
is so crucial to relations with the transnationals that action must now be taken
for the purpose of training the ri"ht calibre of high_level manl"ower. Therefore,
it is recommended, where it is not already the case, that the following actions
should be taken:
(a) Organization, on a permanent basis, of courses on ne~otiations. It is
intere;ting to note that even in the advanced countries of the ~est and the East,
this is now a SUbject that is officially recognized as i~portant to the extent
that courses are organized either in universities or under other arran~~ents;
it must be understood that the .~me cannot be played to mutual a~vantage if it
is only one ,side who knows the rules;
(b) Nerotiation of the process of management inte~ation. In enterinp, into
any agreement 1nth any transn;;'tional corporations, (i) a plan should be drawn up.
jointly by representatives of the government and of the transnational on what the
manpower needs would be for'skilled technical and professional personnel over an
a~eed period of years; (ii) a rour:h assessment be'-made of the availability of
wholly or partly qualified employees, of those in traininn, and of competitive
openings; and (iii) an agreed plan of steps be made by which nationals would be
assisted to obtain appropriate education and trainin~ in schools, colleges,
institutes, etc., and on-the-job, such that over the a~eed period - with allowance
for possible fall-out and failure - nationals would take on all of the technical,
managerial, marketinr: and pOlicy functions ori~inally a~eed. This is one of the
areas that the Unit for Transnational CO!"1'Jorations has to monitor regularly; models
of the arrangements recommended already exist in some African countries;
(cl

~he

emphasis of the Lagos Plan of Action on the development of heavy

industries - rnet~l and chemical - is meant to accelerate the process ot inter- ,

nationalization of the factors of production. Hence, all member States must take
immediate steps to implement this aspect of the Plan. So also is the need to
establish inunediately tlrograI!ll'1es and "rojects for "growing" the right tyPe of highlevel skills based on an accUrate knowledge of the natural resources base. This
will require the reform of the content of existing syllabuses in some cases and the
establishment of new courses partiCUlarly in science and technology, management,
finance, etc., in others;
(d) More important is the need to initiate and implement action at the multinational, subregional and regional levels in the development of the required skills.
Similarly, actions are necessary particularly in the fields of monetary and financial
services·throu~h the creatibn of investment banks, insurance and re-insurance
companies, consultancy companies and ship?ing, companies. Member States should also
use the services of such regional and SUbregional institutions as the African
Regional Centre for Technolo~y, African Regional Centre for En~ineering Desi~ and
Manufacturing, the Hi~her Technical Institute for Training and Research, the
subregional mineral development centres as well as the cartorraphy, survey and
mapping centres,not only to upo:rade. the capabilities of existinf'; staff but also to
increase SUbstantially the quantity of such staff.
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VII.

THE ROLE OF DONORS AND INTERNATIpNAL DEVELOPMENT 'INSTITUTIONS,
INCLUDING ECA AND OAU

153. The Lagos Plan of Action - elements of which have been incorporated into the
International Development Strategy for the Third Uniten Nations Deve10nment Decade is a product of the co1'lective wisdom of the leaders and peoples'of African countries
and throughout this paper it has been repeatenly indicated that the major respons~- '
bi1ity for the implementation of the Plan rests with member States. However, a
great deal can be done by bilateral aid donors and international development institutions to aid member States in this task.
154. The extent to which such aid contributes substantially towards the achievement of the ~iding principles, objectives and tarp:ets of the Plan will, however,
depend on the steps policy-makers and planners take in the first place to introduce
these principles, objectives and tar~ets into national development plans in the
light of local resources, needs and potentiale, and the extent'to which the
implementation of the national development plan is translated into concrete requirements, time phases, etc,., built'around a core or motor.
155.

The Plan, as has been pointed out earlier, assumes the following:

(a) Rapid
materials base;

buildin~

up of technical knowledge of the natural· resources/raw

(~) Decisions on the product and sectoral or subsectoral composition of the
core or motor desi~ed to drive the economy forward and ensure diversification
and linkages;

(c) The establishment of nat ion8.l "capabilit ies' for the exploration, evaluation
and extraction of raw materials and for participating in intra-African trade in
raw materials so as to achieve the complementarities required in general and for
the development of the core in particular;
(~) The development of national capabilities (includin~ entrepreneurial'
resources and support services) in general and for the core in particular;

(e) The orientation, expansion or improvement of R&D facilities and programmes
and their deliberate linkage with the core;
(~) The dev€lopment or improvement of institutional capabilities (e~g. finance
and banking, business consultancy, especially for project desi~, planning ~nd manage-

ment, etc.;
(~) The desi~ and construction of physical infrastructure for integrating
domestic and multinational markets and for facilitating the complementarity of
industrial raw materials and other inputs; and

(h) The transformation of domestic markets and combination of such markets
into 1ar~er m~tinational markets to accommodate unavoidable' economies of scale.
156. To the extent that aid and technical assistance are channelled to such
areas of activity as those just listed and they foster the growth o~ the core,
to that extent will member States be in a position to go a lon~ way in pursuing
the p:oals, objectives and philosophy of the Plan.
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A.

Bilateral aid donors

157. It is generally known that bilateral aid donors possess not only hard currencies but also a stock of knowledge, technical know-how, skilled manpower and .
i):lst itutions whi~h can be useful to member States in their efforts to implement
the Plan. In the context of the objectives of self-reliance ann self- sustaining
development, it is sup~ested that the order of aid and technical assistance should
be as follows:
(!!.)

United /Vants;

(b) Provision of expert's who will transfer knowledge to African experts
and of-experts who will help to establish appropriate development institutions;
(c) Provisionof,bursaries and places in appropriate institutions for
students and trainees;
(d) Provision of bursaries and places in factories, research and development
institutes, etc. for on-the-job training; and
(e) Construction of laboratories and supple to them of equipment free or
at subsidized costs.
158.

In all these, member states should be allowed to identify, analyse and

desi~ their own projects or be given assistance to do so in the framework of

the goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action.
B.

International development institutions

159. There are a number of reasons why international development institutions
can playa simaificant role in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action:
(a) International development institutions comprise a huge collection of
expertIse in all areas of socio~economic development;
(~) Such a collection of expertise embodies experience from different parts
of the world;

(£) These institutions have been created jointly by a group of member States
and

therefpr~

usually enjoy the

advanta~e

of

forei~exchan~e

resources;

(d) The institutions have multidisciplinary teams so that their activities
are becoming increasin~1y relevant to the complex problems of development in the
developinr countries.
160. In the context of the foregoing, therefore, international development
institutions can play the role of generator of new ideas, of adviser on technical
issues anQ of financier. In all these, member States should'be given the chance
and opportunity to give direction on what they need and want to achie~e. The role
of international development institutions as well as that of bilateral aid donors
should be mainly supportive of, and not a substitute, the efforts of member States.
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C.

The specific role of the secretariats of OAU and ECA

161. With respect to the Monrovia Rtrategv for the Economic Pevelonment of Africa,
OAU, ECA and other regional and international organizations have been called upon'
to give all necessary assistance to member States in the formulation and implementation of plans based on its 'recommendations. For' the Lagos Plan of Action, the
Secretary-General of the Organization of'African Unity has been directed to act
in collaboration with the Executive Secretary of ECA to take all necessary measures
to implement it by utilizing the resources of the OAU specialized agencies along
with the technical and financial assistance of ECA specialized agencies and
appropriate national and international organs. ThUS, the secretariats,of OAU and
ECA in collaboration with other agencies have an important role to play in assisting
member States to achieve the ~oals and objectives of the Plan.
162 •. It will be observed that the guide-line" provided in this paper are centred
principally around two activities: (i) clarification of concepts and,ideas; and
(ii) research and planning as the basis 'for action. The first wil±eriable member
States to understand the nature of the Plan and to accept it as theirs, while the
second will assist them in ~ettinp, to grips with the situation and will sustain
them as the implementation of the policies, programmes and the projects in the Plan
pathers momentum. In both activities, the two secretariats can playa catalytic role.
163. Thus, assistance can be given in the organization and management of the
national, SUbregional and regional seminars or conferences, particularly through
the MULPOCs and other economic groupings under the guidance of the headquarters
secretariats. Similarly, in collaboration with specialized agencies, assistance
can be given in the organization and management of the sectoral and/or functional
workshops. Next, as far as the stUdies, analysis, reviews and appraisals are
concerned, the two secretariats are well placed to take the lead in organizing
them. Further, since the implementation of the Plan is to be monitored at all
levels and the results of the monitoring at one level fed into the next, the
two secretariats are inevitably committed to playing an important role. Their role
is particularly crucial in this regard since not only must reports on the review
and appraisal of the progress in implementing the Plan be submitted to the MULPOC
Councils of Ministers, the Conference of 11inisters of ECA, the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity but also, as a
consequence of its recent resolution, 22/ to the General Assembly of the United
Nations.
-164. In addition to the foregoing, assistance can also be given in the field of
project identification, analysis and implementation.
165. In this section, emphasis has been placed on the assistance which bilateral
and multilateral aid donors can ~ive the member States in their efforts to implement the Lagos Plan of Action. However, for any country to benefit effectively
from the resources and services of these institutions, it must possess its own
personnel capable of meeting the Officials of the international develonment agencies
on equal terms. Moreover, such national officials must be clear in their minds
about their problems and what help they want from the agencies in solving the
problems, otherwise their problems and the solutions to them will be interpreted
according to the wishes of the officials of the agencies. And as the Io'inisters'"
have said there is "• • • the possibility of the Plan slipping into the·hands of
others so that the region's Plan becomes their plan, its purposes and objectives,
22/

United Nations General Assembly resolution 35/64.
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their purposes and objectives, its agencies and instruments, their agencies and
instruments, its inputs,' their inputs, and the resUlts it seeks, the results they
seek". 23/
166. It is in the light of the foregoing that great emphasis has been placed
on action at the national'level and, as part of that 'action, on the development
of human resources. Once that has been achieved, member States should have no
difficulty in identifying the type of problems they want to solve, the external
assistance they will need and when they wil~ need it.
167. Any effective implementation of the Plan will depend very much on the
retention of its central feature: the openly 'recognized interlinkages among the
sectors and the problems to be solved within them. An old-fashioned sectoral
approach to the implementation of the Plan will therefore be extremely harinf'ul.
Hence, the, importance of the central and guiding role of the central planning
ministry or office cannot be overemphasized.
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